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Editorial 

Once again I am pleased to be able to offer to you 

a „double helping‟ of  Russian philatelic research , 

mostly from a familiar range of names, but again a 

wide selection of topics. Sadly, however, that list 

of names will no longer include that of one of our 

most prolific and well-loved contributors, Leonard 

Tann who died just as the last issue was being 

distributed. A tribute to him appears on the 

following pages. 

 

The decision to put all this year‟s eggs into one 

„double‟ basket was again made primarily out of 

consideration of the cost savings that are offered  

in terms of postage, but not entirely so. Articles 

for the Journal take a considerable degree of 

dedication on the part of the authors and there is 

inevitably a time lag between agreeing to write 

one and sending off the finished product. Unless 

there is a „reservoir‟ of articles in the bag when a 

publication appears, the year is often well 

advanced before material drops onto the editor‟s 

desk. Getting out two issues a year calls for a 

disciplined approach to the work in hand and tight 

scheduling. But then, you already know that and I 

hope that you will forgive me for trying to teach 

my grandmother to suck eggs. Philatelists of all 

kinds are becoming scarcer and older so we can 

only wait and see what might happen to BJRP‟s 

next issue. 

 

If you have any thing at all to offer for the next 

Journal, then I am ready to look at it now or any 

time. Please don‟t wait to be asked (although I 

will be doing some asking shortly). Please see 

page114 for guidelines on writing an article. Even 

if you have only a comment to make, please send  

it  - it could well be suitable for inclusion as a 

„Letter to the Editor‟. Note that some of the 

articles in this issue make requests for information 

on very specific matters. 

 

Once again we are indebted to Alan Garside for 

his excellent translations of texts submitted in the 

Russian language. If any other member is able and 

willing to translate articles please let me know. 

 

You will find articles on cancellations, censorship, 

postal rates, revenues and those „add-ons‟ such as  

„spravkas‟ that reveal the workings of the postal 

service. 

 

This year those members who have specifically 

requested it, will receive the Journal on CD disc, 

however, only a small proportion (15%) have 

decided to go „paperless‟. You can convert  your 

choice to CD at any time, just let me or the 

Secretary know. 

 

Back numbers will continue to be available at any 

time (see page115) send your orders for a single 

issue or a full set or any specific mix of issues 

directly to me. 

 

I hope that you enjoy this year‟s offering! 

 

Dennis Page 

Articles for submission for future Journals 
 

If you would like to offer an article for publication in BJRP, contact the Editor by letter, 

telephone or e-mail, the sooner the better. Anything related to postal matters of Russia in 

all its spheres of influence will be considered.  

Contact:- 

 

 Dennis Page, 

10, The Green, Barton under Needwood, 

Burton on Trent, DE13 8JB. 
 

Telephone (and fax) +44 (0)1283 712 651. 

e-mail:  denpage@globalnet.co.uk. 
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Laurence Leonard Tann, 1945 - 2007. 

A tribute.  

No doubt all readers will know by now that one of 

the stalwarts of Russian philately Rabbi Leonard 

Tann died almost a year ago. An obituary 

appeared shortly after the event in the December 

2007 Newsletter and I am grateful to Marcus 

Sherwood-Jenkins for compiling much of this  

information. It was felt that Leonard‟s passing 

should not go unmentioned in BJRP, with its 

wider international audience and to which he 

contributed prolifically over some 30 years. 

 

His name first pops up 

in BJRP as an apology 

for absence at the 

AGM in 1966, when 

he was living in 

Hendon in North 

London. This turned 

out to be the start of a 

long line of apologies 

for such absences. In 

fact he had a sort of 

standing order for 

apologies for absence, 

since most such 

meetings were held on 

Saturdays when he 

was fulfilling other 

duties that always took 

precedence in his life 

as a member of a 

Jewish community. 

That did not however 

in any way curtail his 

i n t e r e s t  a n d 

participation in the 

affairs of the Society. 

There are many 

recorded instances that 

“Leonard Tann, in a 

note, commented …”.  

 

Leonard will be known to most of our members as 

Press and Information Officer, a post which was 

created in1989 and which he held until his death. 

One of the products of his tenure of this office was 

the BSRP Newsletter, an eclectic mix of reports of 

Society meetings, news of other philatelic 

activities, titbits of philatelic history and 

exhortations to keep on searching that were put 

together with a wholehearted and overwhelming 

dose of  „cut and paste‟ (literally!). In recent years 

I attempted to introduce him to virtual cut and 

paste on the computer that he used to type up his 

reports; we spent a pleasant morning together but 

he much preferred to get his fingers sticky. The 

style of the Newsletter, which ran to 32 editions, 

became a trademark and was always rounded off 

with a handwritten greeting executed in pre-

revolutionary Russian orthography, a clear 

indication of the historical period that claimed his 

a t tent ion almost 

exclusively.  His 

duties as press officer 

were not solely 

connected with the 

Newsletter and he 

„pushed‟ the Society 

wherever possible in 

philatelic and general 

public areas of 

interest. Indeed, my 

own introduction to 

the BSRP was 

through reading a 

small local newspaper 

account of a talk he 

had given to a group 

of schoolchildren. 

 

 One of his consuming 

(philatelic) passions 

was TPOs and other 

railway postal marks. 

He wrote widely and 

enthusiastically on 

this subject, exploring 

many railway lines - 

trunk, branch and 

e v e n  „ t w i g ‟ - 

contributing dozens of 

articles to BJRP, Rossica, Yamshchik (of which 

he was a founder member) and other philatelic 

journals; from these endeavours he gained an 

enviable reputation as an international expert in 

the subject. His real love in the philatelic sphere 

was however the Romanoffs and he was an ardent 

collector of items of post that could be connected 

to the period of the last Russian Tsar. He wrote 

widely on these matters too and in 1977 published 

the book „The Imperial Romanoffs, a Philatelic 

Study of the 1913 Issue‟ that was an erudite 

  © N E Haverly, Aldridge, Staffs.  
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exposition of the Romanoff tercentenary issue, its 

proofs and essays. He was also the author in 1980 

of „The Arms Issues of 1902 - 20‟. Leonard also 

preached about the joys of Russian philately to the 

unconverted through his occasional contributions 

to „Stamp Magazine‟. 

 

For those members living in the Midlands and a 

few beyond, Leonard will also be remembered for 

his organisation of the North-West Area and 

Midlands meetings, usually held in Manchester or 

Birmingham. It was hard not to be charmed into 

turning up and the meetings were always 

enjoyable social occasions as well as vehicles of 

display for many unusual and fascinating 

collections linked with generous helpings of his 

seemingly bottomless fund of jokes and Jewish 

humour. 

 

Leonard was a man of considerable learning, 

gaining Bachelor of Arts, Master of Arts, Master 

of Philosophy and receiving an honorary 

Doctorate of Letters. He was appointed Chief 

Minister of the Singers Hill synagogue in 

Birmingham in 1986 and in 1994 was  ordained 

Rabbi. He was a man of quiet spirituality and 

worked tirelessly to bring together the community 

he lived and worked in; his name is associated 

with many local projects and charitable 

institutions. His wide-ranging contacts were 

nothing if not different; for a while he found time 

to teach Hebrew to Catholic students for the 

priesthood at a nearby seminary. He was not afraid 

to speak out when he perceived a necessity, taking 

to task a Home Office Minister on the matter of 

identity cards and a University that published a 

calendar that carefully annotated days associated 

with Jewish, Muslim, Sikh and other faiths but 

completely ignored Christmas and Easter or 

anything related to Christian tradition. 

Immediately following the terrorist attacks in the 

US on September 11, he visited the leaders of the 

Birmingham Central Mosque as a pledge of 

solidarity against the vilification they had 

received. This action was instrumental in setting 

up an Inter-faith Leaders‟ Group which continues 

and is a beacon of hope and harmony within the 

disparate religious communities in Birmingham. 

 

Our condolences go to his wife Irene and son 

Roger. 

 

May he rest in peace. 

DP 
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Postmarks of the Crimean ASSR  
 

Ivo Steijn (Arcadia, USA) 

As one of the first of the “Autonomous Socialist 

Soviet Republics” to be created – on 18 October 

1921, as part of the RSFSR – the Crimean ASSR 

was an early exercise in raising the profile of the 

many ethnic minorities in the old Russian Empire. 

In the case of the Crimea, the ethnic minority – the 

Crimean Tatars – was even a minority in their own 

ASSR, but for most of the 1920s, ethnic 

empowerment was the norm in the Crimea. The 

inevitable backlash followed and the usual 

successive drives against “nationalist deviations”, 

Kulaks and Trotskyite saboteurs left the Crimea as 

shell-shocked as the rest of the USSR by the end 

of the 1930s. The Nazi occupation in 1942 did not 

improve matters much but for reasons that have 

never been adequately explained, the Crimean 

Tatars were collectively accused of Nazi 

collaboration and deported to Central Asia in 

1944. The Crimean ASSR was abolished on 30 

June 1944 and demoted to a mere oblast‟ within 

the RSFSR (later within the Ukrainian SSR). 

 

I‟ve found the postmarks of the Crimea to be 

endlessly fascinating and have accumulated 

information on their types and usage for many 

years now. The fact that only 188 Soviet 

postmarks are currently represented in my 

database tells you that collecting these postmarks 

is quite a challenge. If readers want to compare 

their holdings to my database I‟ll be happy to 

share and can be reached at dr.ivo@ivosteijn.com. 

Regular datestamps of standard post 

offices naturally form the vast majority of 

the postmarks we find in practice, with the 

larger cities over-represented as usual. 

Coastal resorts such as Alupka, Alushta 

and Koreiz will also pop up with some 

regularity, thanks to tourists. Station 

postmarks do exist, although I‟ve yet to 

see them from any other place than 

Sevastopol‟ and Simferopol‟. Postmarks 

from town sub-offices can also be found 

with some luck and here it is worth noting 

that Sevastopol‟ seem to have used 

descriptive names for these sub-offices, 

rather than mere numbers, so we find 

postmarks of Sevastopol‟ – Korabel‟naya, 

Sevastopol‟ – Severnaya, etc.  

 

The only all-Crimean TPO route was line 

131-132 from Kerch‟ to Dzhankoi. The 

Imperial double-oval postmarks for this 

route remained in use through the 1920s 

and were replaced by double-circle Soviet 

successor postmarks towards the end of the 

1920s. All are decidedly hard to find. I am 

not aware of any unnumbered TPO lines 

that have left postmarks, but will gladly be 

educated on the subject. 

 

As for the number of post offices, the most 

complete Imperial post office database I 

am aware of – the Kiryushkin-Robinson 

list – gives a total of 101 offices, of which 

8 were railway post offices. I‟ve seen 

postmarks from just over half of that 

number, so there is plenty left to explore 

even in the Imperial period. 

 

For the Soviet period, Andrew Cronin‟s 

groundbreaking article in Yamshchik 9 

(1981, p.43-54) gives a list copied from a 

1937 UPU publication. It lists 273 offices, 

but I have so far recorded a mere 60 of 

those through their postmarks.  

 

The items of mail on which you are likely 

to find these postmarks are of course 

usually postcards and letters, with the 

former over-represented as usual. Parcel 

address forms can sometimes be found and 

these can be a rich source for postmarks of 

the smaller towns. Sadly, there do not 

appear to be large archives of Crimean 

material on the market, so it‟s very much a 

matter of making that lucky discovery. But 

that, of course, makes these postmarks a 

pleasure to collect 

Some notes on collecting these postmarks 
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In the Crimea, as elsewhere in the USSR, Imperial 

postmarks remained in use throughout the 1920s, 

despite the fact that many of these postmarks still 

referred to the Imperial “Tavr.(icheskaya)           

G.(uberniya)” Only a few 

postmarks were altered by 

removal of this designation, 

examples from Saki and 

Sevastopol‟ coming to mind.  

 

The latest date for any Imperial postmark use in 

the Crimea that I‟ve recorded is 1928. The 

illustrations show some representative examples. 

Note that the northern half of the Tavridiya 

guberniya ended up in a different 

province after 1921: not all Tavridian 

postmarks are Crimean postmarks 

(with Berdyansk and Melitopol‟ 

Common examples of such non-

Crimean postmarks). 

Imperial survivors 

Figures 1-3 

 Imperial survivor postmarks of Alupka, Baidary and Kolai 

Group 1: All-Russian “KRYM” markings 

These postmarks started to appear in late 1923 – 

my earliest record is from October 1923 – and are 

direct all-Russian successors to the Imperial 

postmarks, only instead of a reference to the 

Tavricheskaya Guberniya, the postmarks now 

simply refer to “KRYM”. Most of them also have 

a hyphen between the town name and KRYM, e.g. 

“KOREIZ-KRYM”. A few postmarks from larger 

towns (Simferopol‟ and Evpatoriya) omit the 

KRYM altogether, but these are very much the 

exceptions. 

 

As an exercise in ethnic empowerment they 

weren‟t very effective and they were phased out in 

1926, although stragglers can be found as late as 

1930. Decidedly scarce, particularly from the 

smaller towns away from the coast: I‟ve recorded 

this postmark type from less than a dozen places. 

Figures 4-6 

Group 1 postmarks of Alushta, Dzhelal and Koreiz 

1 

2 

3 

6 5 4 
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In 1926 the all-Russian postmarks begin to be 

replaced by Russian-Tatar postmarks. At this time 

the Crimean Tatars still used the Arabic alphabet, 

so the postmarks are quite striking, with the 

Russian town name in the Cyrillic alphabet in the 

top half and the Crimean Tatar name in the Arabic 

alphabet in the bottom half. However, these 

postmarks were doomed and disappeared rapidly 

after the crackdown on Crimean Tatar “nationalist 

deviations” in the late 1920s. My latest example is 

from 1929. 

 

It was in this period that the Crimean resort towns 

started to flourish again, so postmarks from Yalta, 

Alupka, Feodosiya and Evpatoriya are found fairly 

easily on picture postcards sent by visiting 

tourists. From the smaller towns, particularly the 

non-coastal towns, postmarks are again very 

scarce. 

Group 2: Cyrillic-Arabic postmarks 

Figures 7-9 

Group 2 postmarks of Bakhchisarai, Kekeneiz and Yalta 

9 

8 

7 
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Around 1929 the Crimean Tatars started feeling 

the full force of the drive against “nationalist 

deviations” and, coincidentally or not, it was 

decided that the alphabet of the Koran should be 

replaced by a scientifically devised Expanded 

Latin alphabet. The postmarks that start popping 

up in 1929 therefore have the Tatar name in the 

lower half of the postmark in this Expanded Latin 

alphabet, which at least makes them a lot easier to 

read for us Westerners. Most letters of this 

alphabet will be familiar to us, but there are a few 

letters with unfamiliar pronunciations: 

  

b (always lower case): pronounced as a flat “i” as 

in “chicken” 

c : pronounced “dzh”, like the “j” as in “journal” 

ç : pronounced “ch” as in “cheese” 

j : pronounced as the “y” in “yes” 

Finally, there is a character that looks like a “%” 

with the lower circle missing. It is pronounced as 

a guttural “g”. 

 

The first batch of postmarks in this group usually 

have (town name) KRYM in the top half in 

Cyrillic and the Tatar town name in the Expanded 

Latin alphabet in the bottom half. A second batch 

of these postmarks has the town name and QRbM 

in the bottom half. 

 

The Crimean Tatar names are usually very 

different from the Russian names. Some examples 

you are likely to encounter are: 

 

 Russian  Tatar 

 Feodosiya  Kefe 

 Evpatoriya  Gözleve,  (Kazleve) 

 Sevastopol‟  Aq-Jar 

 Simferopol‟  Aq-Mesçid 

 Staryi Krym  Eski Qrbm 

 

I would also note that the Extended Latin spelling 

shows all the signs of being a recent invention, 

with all the ambiguities that entails: you can find 

spellings such as ALUPKA, ALUPQA and 

ALUPGA used at the same time. 

Group 3: Cyrillic-Latin postmarks 

Figures 10-12 

Group 3 postmarks of Bulganak, Degermenkoi and Koreiz 

10 

11 

12 
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The standardized postmarks introduced in 1939 in 

all of the USSR form the final group of Crimean 

postmarks. My earliest date of this type of 

postmark is June 1939. They occur in two 

subtypes: subtype 1 has the town name (now only 

in Russian, in the Cyrillic alphabet) followed by 

“KRYM. ASSR”, the second subtype has just 

“KRYM”. They were in use until the German 

armies occupied the Crimea in 1942. When the 

Soviet army re-conquered the Crimea in 1944 

these postmarks came back into use in what post 

offices were left standing. After the Crimean 

ASSR was abolished on June 30, 1944, the 

postmarks of subtype 1 usually had the “ASSR” 

removed. The subtype 2 marks continued in use in 

the (now) Crimean oblast‟ without alteration. 

Group 4: Standard USSR postmarks 

Figures 13-15 

Group 4 postmarks of Armyansk, Kurman-Kemelchi and Tarkhanlar 

Figures 16-18 

Group 4 postmarks in the post-ASSR period of Artek (ASSR removed) and  

Yalta 1st Town post office (ASSR intact and removed) 

Editor‟s note. Illustrations are reproduced at x1.5 

13 
14 

15 

18 

17 

16 
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Local dues on mail in the early Soviet period…?  
 

Alexander Epstein (Tallinn, Estonia) 

Entires being under- or over

-franked relative to the 

postal rate in force are 

generally not infrequently 

found, especially in the 

years when the rates were 

often changed because of 

e.g. growing inflation. This 

concerns particularly parts 

of the former Russian 

Empire in the early years 

after the revolution. In the 

case of under-franking, the 

post fined the addressee by 

applying postage due with 

the corresponding marking. 

There were, however, no 

markings on over-franked 

mail. The reason for over-

franking lay usually in 

sender‟s or, sometimes, 

even postal officials‟ 

ignorance of the current 

tariffs, especially for mail 

abroad. Sometimes, the 

senders believed that the 

more they paid for the letter 

or postcard, the safer would 

be its delivery. Usually, 

such over-frankings have no 

systematic character. There 

are found, however, items of 

mail when the excessive 

f r a n k i n g  c a n n o t  b e 

explained simply by the 

reasons indicated above. 

Let‟s consider some 

examples of this kind.   

 

1. Odessa 1921 
Figure 1 depicts a cover 

registered in Odessa on 30 

May 1921 to New-York. The 

franking with 15 k + 10 k 

Imperial Arms definitives 

officially re-valued 100 times corresponds to 25 

roubles. The few other registered letters from 

Odessa abroad from this period (the beginning of 

year to the end of August 1921), all (at least, 6 

such covers are known to me) are franked also on 

25 r. 

Properly speaking, the tariff for registered letters 

abroad was at that time either 10 r or 20 r, the 

latter was prevailing in the most Ukrainian 

provinces (gubernias). This problem was 

discussed in [1]. The postal rates for foreign mail 

were fixed in that period as multiples of the 

Figure 1 
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corresponding rates in force prior to 1st September 

1917, i.e. multiplied by 50 or 100, respectively, 

but the particular multiplier was determined by the 

local, provincial postal administrations. In the case 

of Odessa, this would be 125 times. 

 

Thus, there could be three possibilities assumed in 

this case.  

 

1) If the rates were actually adopted there as 

divisible to 125, the ordinary letters abroad should 

be franked at 12 r 50 k. Unfortunately, I did not 

happen to see any examples of such ordinary 

letters from Odessa. The ordinary mail abroad 

from 1920 and 1921 (at least, to September) is 

rather rarely found at all, since the public had 

substantial doubts as to the safety of the postal 

service. 

 

2) The second possibility is an overweight 

letter. It may be valid only if the basic rate was 10 r, 

i.e. the letter belongs in this case to the 4th weight 

category. This is not very probable, especially if 

taking into account the systematic character of this 

franking. 

 

3) Finally, there is a possibility that there 

existed some local tax or dues on the registered 

mail abroad, equal to 5 r in this case. True, a 

circular of Central Postal Administration, i.e. 

Peoples Commissariat of Posts-and-Telegraph of 

RSFSR, under No. 26/668 dated 13 June 1922 

stated that there should be no other taxes or duties 

when taking in or handing out the foreign mail 

except the established postal and custom takings 

[2]. However, it is known that such dues did exist 

even for the inland mail. Rostov-on-Don where 

even a set of special stamps was issued is the most 

well-known case. But let‟s turn now to other 

examples. 

 

2. Nikolaev 1922  
The cover to Berlin shown in figure 2 was 

registered on 6 October 1922 in Nikolaev. Its 

franking consisting of a pair of 5-k Imperial Arms 

definitives re-valued to 5 r (in the roubles of 1922) 

as well as a single 100-r and three 250-r RSFSR 

definitives locally re-valued to 10 r and 25 r, 

respectively (see [3]). This amounts to 95 r in 

total, while the rate for registered letters abroad in 

force from 1 August to 14 October 1922 was 90 r 

and 45 r for ordinary letters.  

Figure 2 (front) 
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In this case too, other similar registered letters 

known to me (5 covers) posted at Nikolaev on 6 to 

23 October are all franked on the same 95 r, i.e. 

over-franked by 5 r., while those mailed in August 

(3 covers known) have a 90-r franking also with 

the locally re-valued stamps. As to ordinary letters 

from Nikolaev mailed in September to December        

(4 covers known), they leave a controversial 

impression. They are all franked strictly in 

accordance with the current rate in force, although 

two of them have postage due markings for 

reasons which remain unclear. Therefore, it can be 

assumed that local dues of 5 r were collected in 

Nikolaev, at least, for registered mail abroad.  

 

There exists in this case also a direct confirmation  

that local dues were actually applied in the area 

under consideration. There is depicted in Dr. 

Ceresa‟s handbook [4] a registered cover from 

Bobrinets, Kherson province (a part of the 

Nikolaev province in 1922) dated 30 August 1922 

and addressed to Libava in Latvia. Its franking 

consists of four re-valued 250-r definitives of 

RSFSR making 100 r of 1922 in total against the 

90-r rate. However, there is a manual inscription 

on the cover back stating that “local dues of        

10 rub. collected and booked” with a signature and 

official seal applied. 

 

3. Minsk Province 1923 
This last example (figure 3) is still the only one of 

this kind known to me, so it does not allow 

drawing any far reaching conclusions. 

Nevertheless, it is of interest for the topic 

discussed here. This is a registered letter 

addressed to the USA from Uzlyany, Minsk 

province on 26 January 1923. Its total franking of 

7 r 70 k in the 1923 currency consisting of seven 

100-r and one 50-r RSFSR definitives (having in 

1923 values of 1 r and 50 k, respectively) plus ten 

2-k Imperial Arms definitives (still valid but at 

their face value in kopecks of 1923) exceeds the 

official rate in force, 7 r by exactly 10 per cent. 

Just this fact allows the supposition that local dues 

were applied also in this case. As the territory of 

the Byelorussian Soviet Republic was limited at 

that time to the Minsk province, it could be some 

kind of all-Byelorussian dues. Nevertheless, 

further examples of such mail from this period 

(beginning of 1923) and this area are necessary to 

clear the matter. 

Figure 2 (back) 
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Thus, the examples of mail 

discussed here suggest that 

despite the above-mentioned circular of the 

Central Postal Administration of Soviet Russia, 

local dues were probably (and somewhere 

definitely) applied to mail abroad in some regions 

under the Soviets. Collectors of Russian postal 

history are strongly advised to look through their 

possessions for more examples of such mail. 

References 
A Epstein.  Troubled years 1918-1921: Review of postal rates for mail abroad. BJRP 91, 2004, 25-41. 

 

---------- Bulleten‟ Narodnogo kommisariata pocht I telegrafov RSFSR (Bulletin of the People‟s  

  Commissariat of Posts-and-Telegraphs of RSFSR) 1922, No. 17. 

 

A Epstein. Conventional Revaluations of Stamps and Postcards in Soviet Russia. BJRP 70,  1991, 46-53. 

Figure 3 
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Table 1   Ukrainian Documentary Revenue Stamps   

Catalogue 

Number 
Denomination   

Colour of 

Stamp 

Colour of 

Burelage 

Paper 

Colour 

Burelage 

Type 

Value 

Mint Used 

1 a 40 shahiv steel blue yellow green white a $15 $25 

lb 40 shahiv steel blue dull green white a $15 $25 

2a 50 shahiv myrtle green orange yellow white b $15 $25 

2b 50 shahiv myrtle green yellow white b $15 $25 

3 1 karbovanets olive green gray green white a $20 $35 

4a 2 karbovantsi sepia dull green white a $20 $35 

4b 2 karbovantsi olive brown gray green white а $20 $35 

5 5 karbovantsiv orange yellow white a $25 $50 

6a 10 karbovantsiv plum reddish purple white a $25 $50 

6b 10 karbovantsiv plum dull purple off-white a $25 $50 

Classic Ukrainian revenue stamps, 1918-1922  
 

 lngert Kuzych and Val Zabijaka 

Many countries use revenue stamps (sometimes 

called fiscal or tax stamps) to collect funds for 

their treasuries - newly independent Ukraine in 

1918 was no exception. Two different types of 

revenue stamps were prepared by the nascent 

state: documentary revenue stamps and theatre 

revenue stamps. The succeeding soviet Ukrainian 

regime also prepared and used its own revenue 

stamps for a time. None of these stamps was ever 

forged. 

 

All Ukrainian revenue stamps were only issued in 

limited quantities and are rarely seen in philatelic 

markets. Used Ukrainian revenue stamps are 

particularly scarce. 

 

Documentary Revenue stamps 
These stamp types (called herbovi marky in 

Ukrainian) were issued in June of 1918 and were 

used to tax documents. Six different values were 

designed by artist Heorhii Narbut, who also 

prepared three values of the first Ukrainian 

postage stamp set of 1918 (the 30-, 40-, and 50-

shahiv values, Nos. 3 to 5 in the Scott Catalogue), 

as well as several of Ukraine‟s first banknotes. 

 

Two different basic designs were used for 

documentary revenue stamps: one for shahiv 

values and the other for karbovanets values. 

Figure 1 illustrates all six stamps of this set; there 

were some colour variations as Table 1 indicates. 

Figure 1.  

A complete set of documentary revenue stamps.  
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To date, only two complete panes of documentary 

stamps been discovered - two panes of the 40-

shahiv value; (see figure 4). The 100 stamps per 

pane appear in a 10 by 10 arrangement.  

Figure 4.  

A pane of 40-shahiv documentary revenue stamps.(Reproduced at 60% full size) 
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These revenue stamps were printed on thin, semi

transparent, gummed paper by the Kulzhenko 

Printing Plant in Kyiv. This print shop also 

prepared the subsequent high-value Twenty 

Hryven stamp issue of 1919 (No. 48 in the Scott 

Catalogue). 

 

Similar paper and security markings were used for 

both the revenue stamp issues and the Twenty 

Hryven issue. Prior to the printing of these stamps, 

a security pattern (burelage or netting) was 

imprinted onto the paper to make forgery more 

difficult. A horizontal security pattern (figure 2) 

was used on the 40-shahiv stamp and on all 

karbovanets values. For the 50-shahiv stamp a 

different vertical pattern (figure 3) was applied. 

The documentary stamps measure 32 mm high 

and 16.5 mm wide and are all imperforate. 

 

Plate numbers, similar to those used for the 

Twenty Hryven issue, were applied in the top left 

corner of some panes (see figure 5). 

 

Documentary stamps were cancelled by pen 

marks, written dates (figure 6), official rubber 

cancels, or with a perforation device.  

Notes:  

Currency used in Ukraine was: 100 shahiv = 1 

hryivnia; 2 hryvni = 1 karbovanets.  

 

The Ukrainian plurals for 2, 3, and 4 differ 

from those of higher numbers, thus 2 

karbovantsi, but 5 karbovantsiv. 

 

Colour definitions are according to the 

Stanley Gibbons Colour Guide for Stamp 

Collectors; the second part is the dominant 

colour and the first part the colour towards 

which it tends. Colour grading is difficult and 

inaccurate. All these definitions are 

approximations.  

 

Colour variations among Ukrainian 

documentary stamps are difficult to 

differentiate; for theatre tax stamps, colour 

differences are more pronounced. 

Figure 5.  

Plate numbers appear next 

to a pair of stamps from the 

upper left corner of a 50-

shahiv documentary revenue 

stamp pane. 

 Figure 2  

Type a 

Horizontal security pattern.  

Figure 3 

Type b 

Vertical security pattern.  

Figure 6 

Examples of pen cancellations 
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A document with affixed Ukrainian documentary 

r e v e n u e  s t a m p s  c a n c e l l e d  b y  a 

“ПOГAШEHO” („cancelled‟ in Ukrainian) perfin 

device is known (figure 7) Apparently, only the 

more prosperous notaries used such an implement. 

Figure 7.  

A notary‟s document filed on behalf of the Kyiv District Court bears eight 50-shahiv documentary revenue 

stamps cancelled with a perfin device. (Reproduced at 90% full size) 
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Maksymczuk and Stefanowskу in their articles 

mention that the Ukrainian government used 

czarist Russian revenue stamps before Ukrainian 

revenue stamps became available. According to 

some authors, the Russian revenue stamps were 

ukrainianized with handstamped trident overprints 

including Kyiv I, Kyiv II, Poltava, and others. We 

have not been able to locate any proof of such 

overprints, although several Russian revenue 

stamps with forged trident overprints are known. 

 

Various documentary revenue stamps are known 

overprinted with the names (in Ukrainian) of 

r eg ions  borde r ing  Ukra ine  p rope r : 

“ Б Е С A P A Б Щ И Н А ”  ( B e s s a r a b i a ) , 

“KPИM” (Crimea), “ХОЛМЩИНА” (Kholm 

region), and “КYБАНЬ” (Kuban). Infrequently 

encountered, these fantasy stamps were apparently 

privately prepared in very low quantities and were 

never used in any official capacity. The 

inscriptions read upward at aррroхimatelу a 60-

degree angle; see figure 8. 

Documentary revenue stamps are much more 

common than the theatre revenue stamps. The 

scarcest documentary stamps are the higher values 

of 5- and 10-karbovantsiv. Used stamps, 

especially on piece, are rare and in over three 

decades of collecting we have only seen several 

dozen used stamps. 

 

To date we have not come across any descriptions 

of which stamp values were used for specific 

types of documents or how much certain services 

may have been taxed (i.e., what the rates were for 

various certificates, papers, or credentials). The 

fees for routine court documents, however, may 

have been assessed in increments of 2-

karbovantsi. The court papers with revenue stamps 

that we have been able to examine (admittedly a 

limited sample) have displayed various 

combinations of stamps totalling either 2-, 4-, or         

8-karbovantsiv. 

Figure 8.  

Fantasy regional overprints on 40- and 50-shahiv documentary revenue stamps.  
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Theatre Revenue Stamps 
These revenue stamps were used to obtain funds 

from various performances and theatrical events 

and were authorized by a 14 June 1918 decree on 

the basis of which ten different Ukrainian theatre 

revenue stamps were produced (figure 9). These 

stamps were prepared in a horizontal design and 

consisted of two parts: the right side was glued to 

the theatre (event) ticket and the left side was 

attached (for the record) on the remnant stub (pad) 

from which the tickets were removed. As a result 

of this use policy, genuinely used copies in 

collections are unknown. 

 

The greater number of theatre stamp values vis-a-

vis the number of documentary stamps is 

undoubtedly due to the fact that the theatre stamps  

 

were supposed to tax a percentage of ticket prices. 

Since ticket costs could vary widely, it was 

necessary to prepare a greater selection of theatre 

stamp values. 

 

Ukrainian theatre tax stamps were designed by 

two famous artists: Heorhii Narbut and Vasyl 

Krychevsky. The printing of these stamps, as for 

the earlier revenue stamps, was done at the 

Kulzhenko Printing Plant in Kyiv. Once again 

thin, semi-transparent, gummed paper was used 

with security markings. Ukrainian theatre stamps 

are 31 mm wide and 16 mm high and are also all 

imperforate. There were reports, however, that the 

20- and 80-shahiv values were perforated, but we 

have never seen any examples.  

Figure 9.  

A complete set of theatre revenue stamps. 

10 shahiv 

(bistre brown/yellow) 

20 shahiv 

(deep blue/salmon) 

40 shahiv 

(deep blue/yellow) 

70 shahiv 

(sepia/sage green) 
80 shahiv 

(deep blue/orange yellow) 

100 shahiv 

(vermilion/sage green) 

160 shahiv 

(ultramarine/flesh) 

1 karbovanets 

(slate green/yellow) 
1 Karbovanets 120 shahiv 

(slate green/grey green) 

2 Karbovantsi 

(deep blue/yellow green) 
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No complete pane of these stamps has yet been 

discovered, but three partial panes (10-, 20-, and 

40-shahiv values) have been described. Each of 

these three partial panes shows the stamps in a      

5 by 5 arrangement (figure 10) and is a quarter of 

the size of the documentary stamp pane. The 

theatre revenue stamps were most likely also 

prepared in panes of 100, but in a horizontal 

layout. 

 

Three different stamp designs were used along 

with three different security markings. One 

security marking is identical to that used on the  

50-shahiv documentary revenue stamp (figure 3). 

However, there were two other nettings used: one 

vertical and the other horizontal (figure 11). 

Figure 11.  

Type c (left) and Type d (right) 

Security patterns found on theatre revenue stamps. 

Figure 10.  

A partial pane (5x5) of 10-shahiv theatre revenue stamps. 
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Soviet Ukrainian Revenue Stamps 
The documentary stamps of independent Ukraine 

continued to be used for a time by the soviet 

regime (figure 12). Some stamps, however, were 

modified by hand or with a lithographic overprint.  

 

Many details regarding the production of these 

stamps (e.g. the name(s) of the designers, the site 

and date of printing, or the printing format) are no 

longer available. The facts that have survived 

follow. 

A few colour variations may be found among two of 

the ten different theatre stamp values; see Table 2. 

Prices for individual theatre tax stamps vary, but 

generally fall in the $50 to $75 range. 

Table 2   Ukrainian Theatre Revenue Stamps       

Catalogue 

Number 
Denomination   Colour of stamp   Colour of Burelage 

Value 
Burelage Type 

Mint  Used 

7 10 shahiv bistre brown yellow c $50 -- 

8а 20 shahiv deep blue salmon b $50 - 

8b 20 shahiv deep blue flesh b $50 - 

9a 40 shahiv deep blue yellow b $50 -- 

9b 40 shahiv deep blue lemon b $50 - 

10 70 shahiv sepia sage green b $60 -- 

11 80 shahiv deep blue orange yellow d $60 -- 

12 100 shahiv vermilion sage green d $65 -- 

13 160 shahiv ultramarine flesh b $65 -- 

14 1 karbovanets slate green yellow d $75 -- 

15 
1 Karbovanets 

and 120 shahiv 
slate green gray green d $75 - 

16 2 karbovantsi deep blue yellow green d $75 -- 

Figure 12.  

Revenue stamps of independent Ukraine used under soviet rule 

- the inscription reads 29 January 1920. 
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All of the Soviet Ukrainian issues were produced 

and released in the city of Kharkiv (the capital of 

the Ukrainian Soviet Republic from 1920 to 

1934). The first two stamps, from 1919, are simple 

surcharges on the myrtle green 50-shahiv value of 

the documentary fiscal issue released a year earlier 

by the independent Ukrainian Government. The 

first surcharge was made with violet ink using a 

hand-held device. Two lines reading upward 

simply proclaim “Один Рyб. / 1 Рyб.”  (One 

Rub. / 1 Rub.), see figure 13. 

 

The second surcharge was lithographed using 

black ink; it obliterates the old value and 

underneath adds “РУБ40ЛЕЙ” (RUB40LES), see 

figure 13. Why such a high-value stamp was 

created remains unclear. Both of these surcharged 

stamps, when they can be found, command at least 

$50 each. 

The remaining four stamps (also used on 

documents) were printed as a set and date from 

1922. They broadly mimic the 1918 documentary 

stamps in their vertical shape and general layout, 

but the central emblem, the trident, is replaced by 

a hammer and sickle (figure 14).  

Figure 13.  

The first two types of Soviet Ukrainian revenue stamps created in 1919 

by surcharging documentary revenue stamps of independent Ukraine. 

Figure 14.  

The four-stamp set of soviet Ukrainian revenue stamps. 
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Table 3   Soviet Ukrainian Documentary Revenue Stamps   

Catalogue 

Number 

Denomination 

  
Colour of Ink 

Colour of 

Burelage 

Surcharge 

Colour 

Value 
Burelage Type 

Mint Used 

17 
1 rub[le]/ 

50 shahiv 
myrtle green yellow violet b $50 $60 

18 
40 rubles/ 

50 shahiv 
myrtle green yellow black b $50 $60 

19 15 kopek red yellow --- a $30 $40 

19а 15 kopek brown red yellow --- e $30 $40 

20 30 kopek carmine claret -- a $30 $40 

21 40 kopek steel blue yellow --- a $30 $40 

22 50 kopek chocolate buff --- a $30 $40 

22а 50 kopek chocolate ochre -- a $30 $40 

Like the revenue stamps of independent Ukraine, the 

soviet revenues also display a burelage underlay: a 

fairly complex net-like pattern  (figure 15). Stamp set 

values range from 15 kopeks to 50 kopeks, and 

stamp size is 19 mm in width and 35 mm in height, 

slightly larger than the 1918 issues. Once again these 

stamps were prepared imperforate. However, a 15-

kopek value has been discovered that was privately 

perforated (figure 16). Although still thin, the paper 

used in the manufacture of this set is more opaque 

than what had been used for the revenue stamps of 

independent Ukraine. 

 

Figure 17 (next page) shows a document dated 13 

October 1922 with two pairs of 50-kopek revenue 

stamps. A small number of other such papers are 

known; the earliest recorded date is 11 October 1922. 

 

It has not been determined when the set of Soviet 

revenues was produced. From 25 November 1920 to 

1 April 1922, a time period coinciding with runaway 

inflation, revenue stamps were not used in the 

Ukrainian Socialist Soviet Republic (USRR). So, it is 

quite probable that the new set of revenue stamps 

was printed sometime in the April to October 1922 

time frame. 

 

However, there is also a possibility that this set was 

printed sometime in 1919-20, but not released 

because inflation would have rendered the issue 

useless. The abbreviation of the 1922 stamps is 

actually incorrect for its time, as the initials read: 

“УССР” (USSR, for Ukrainian Socialist Soviet 

Republic in Russian!). This Russian inscription is 

also found on the coat of arms of Soviet Ukraine in 

1919, but three years later - during a short-lived 

period of ukrainianization - it should have read: 

“УСРР” (USRR, for Ukrainian Socialist Soviet 

Republic in Ukrainian). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Note: There is one more overprint on the 1918 50-shahiv 

revenue stamp; it was made in Rostov in 1919 and is properly 

classified as a Russian revenue issue. Its violet, Russian-

language inscription (made with a handstamp) reads: “Boop. 

cили Юra Рocсiй” (Armed Forces of South Russia), the 

official name of General Denikin‟s White Russian Army. 

This stamp issue was not revalued. 

Figure 15.  

The net-like security pattern 

(Type e) found on Soviet 

revenue stamps. 

Figure 16.  

A privately prepared 

“perforate” variety of 

the 15-kopek soviet 

revenue stamp.  
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Editor‟s note. Except where otherwise stated, illustrations of stamps are full size 
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Early telegrams  
 

Noel Warr 

Kiryushkin & Robinson in Russian Postmarks 

give a brief but good introduction to this topic, 

p54: they say, “The Russian Telegraph 

Department was established as a separate body in 

1855.  At the beginning it carried only military 

and important state messages but in 1866 

telegraph services were introduced for the general 

public, though only in St. Petersburg and its 

suburbs.  In 1874 the Telegraph Department was 

re-organised and became available to the general 

public in all parts of the Empire that had telegraph 

facilities.” 

 

The earliest item that I can show is an inter-

Moscow telegram of 1862, addressed to “Police 

officers in all districts”, enquiring if two named 

individuals have been under investigation.  The 

reply, on the back, states that they have not. 

(figures 1 & 2.) 

Figure 1 
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The Catalogue of Imperial Russian Postal 

Stationery 1845 – 1917 (in Russian) by A S 

Ilyushin & O V Forafontov tells, pps 28 - 30, of 

the special stamped telegraph forms that were 

issued for use by the public in St. Petersburg in 

1866.  They were in use for about 18 months and 

were withdrawn at the end of 1868. There were 3 

issues in this period, the first and second of which 

are illustrated, in much reduced size, in the 

catalogue. More information is to be found in 

Prigara, The Russian Post in the Empire, Turkey, 

China and the Post in the Kingdom of Poland, pps 

105, 106.  At the same time as the issue of these 

forms 15 City Telegraph Stations were opened, in 

addition to the Main Telegraph Station that was 

already open. The rate was 40 kopecks for a 

telegram of up to 20 words, every additional       

10 words being charged at 20 kopecks; a special 

telegraph stamp was issued to cover the additional 

charge. Telegrams could be written in Russian, 

French or German. 

 

The first form is dated 22 May 1866 and was 

printed in black on white, watermarked paper 

within a rose coloured frame printed with the 

inscription “St. Petersburg Public City Telegraph 

Office” in white letters at top and bottom. The 

cost of the form - 40 kopecks - is printed in the 

left and right hand borders. The regulations for 

sending and receiving telegrams are printed in 

black on the reverse of the form. Prigara illustrates 

this form, again much reduced, on plate V. 

Figure 2 
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The measurements are given in the Russian 

catalogue - 220 x 280 mms overall, the border   

7.5 mms in width, the internal area 195 x 240 

mms. This form was re-printed in December 1881 

from the original plate, on un-watermarked paper 

and with a lilac / pink frame.  “In written records 

new versions in black have also been described.”) 

 

The second form was issued on 3 December 1867 

when the rate for a telegram was reduced to        

20 kopecks: it is the original 40 kopeck form 

overprinted with the new value in black in an oval 

frame. 

 

The third form was issued in 1868 and is the same 

as the first issue but showing the new value of    

20 kopecks and with some changes in the wording 

of the regulations. 

Figure 3 
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Prigara says “At the end of 1868 the stamped 

telegraph forms were withdrawn from use and 

replaced by ordinary current forms.”  The Russian 

catalogue states that completed forms handed in at 

the St. Petersburg office remained in the archives 

of the department and were “consequently” 

destroyed.  Therefore only isolated examples of 

unused forms have been preserved.  “We know 

from literature that at the end of the 19th century 

form No 1 was preserved in the St. Petersburg 

Postal Museum however its fate is at present 

unknown.”  Not more than three or four copies 

each of issues 2 and 3 are preserved. It adds that 

delivered telegrams are on special forms whose 

appearance corresponds to that of the stamped 

forms except that the paper is un-watermarked, the 

border is blue and there is no indication of value.  

It is just such a form that was reported by J V 

Woollam in BJRP 82, pps 3 - 5, reproduced here 

as figures 3 & 4. 

Figure 4 
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From figure 5 it would seem that the style of the 

delivered telegrams altered (? to Prigara‟s 

“ordinary current forms”) before the end of 1868 

- a telegram of 14 March 1868 from 

Krasnoyarsk, an urgent request for money, to 

“PBG” (St. Petersburg).  It is printed in black on 

off-white, un-watermarked paper and measures 

205 x 270 mms: the back is plain and the 

regulations / information have been reduced to a 

few lines at the foot of the front.   

Figure 5 
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A similar telegram of 1 January 1870 conveys 

New Year greetings to Countess Antonina 

Dmitrievna Bludova* in the Winter Palace -  

figure 6.   

Figure 6 

* Somewhere I read, and cannot now track down the reference, that Countess Bludova was a Lady-in-

Waiting to Empress Maria Alexandrovna, wife of Alexander ll, and that she was a formidable personage. 
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By 2 March 1871 the format had altered, as seen 

in this further telegram to Countess Bludova - 

figure 7 - with the statistical information (time of 

dispatch, etc) laid out in a separate table and 

without notes at the foot: it measures 200 x 260 

mms and again is printed in black on un-

watermarked off-white paper. 

Figure 7 

Editor‟s note: except where otherwise stated, all illustrations are reproduced at 75%. 
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Another pre-1874 telegram is shown in figure 8: it 

is headed Administration of the Finland Railway 

and is from St. Petersburg to Udelnaya, 6 June 

1873.  It mentions the same Colonel Grave as in 

figure 3. 

Figure 8 
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A further item is a receipt for sending a telegram, 

dated May 1868, with a charge of 1 rouble 38 

kopecks - figure 9.  It is an unlocked puzzle as yet 

for the place of origin and the destination are not 

clear, though they would appear to be written in 

Latin script and neither seems connected to St. 

Petersburg.  Why is the charge so high? 

The final item in this pre-1874 survey is an 

envelope in which a telegram was delivered - 

figures 10 & 11.  It was sent to Otto Halm in 

Jacobstad (Finland): the front is dated December 

23 (o.s.) January 4 (n.s.) 1873/4 and it has on the 

back the seal of the telegraph office. 

Figures 10  & 11 

Figure 9 
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And now forward to 1906 for something 

completely different - figures 12 & 13.  We are all 

familiar with money orders - Perevods - and the 

fact that the money being sent could be conveyed 

by post (the more usual method) or by telegraph 

but what I have not seen before is a telegram 

relating to such a transfer.  The dealer I got this 

from had six such telegrams, all from different 

places of origin and all to different destinations, 

this however was the only one with a postal 

marking.  100 roubles was sent to St. Petersburg 

where it was received in the 7th Ekspeditsia, 11 

Dec 1906, serial No 4 (B&P 2F3B.7 v1.4, in 

black); the telegram is hand-stamped Perevod, 

there is a circular hand-stamp in red Perevod 

Control around the figure 2, a hand-stamp 

indicating a charge of 10 kopecks for delivery and, 

at the foot, a further hand-stamp signed by the 

recipient on 12 Dec. acknowledging receipt of the 

money: at top right, framed, is a stamped 

Oplachen = Paid. 

 

There is more no doubt to be uncovered in regard 

to these telegrams and to telegrams in general and 

it would be interesting if any readers could add to 

the information already available. 

Figure 12  (70%) 

Figure 13 

(Full size) 
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The forgotten „Middle Coupons‟  
 

G T Volostnykh (St. Petersburg, Russia)     Translated by Alan Garside, BSRP 

There is virtually no information in existence for 

the 1920s about the attachments to stamps known 

as coupons. Couplings (strips) of a similar type are 

called „clearances,‟ „dividing‟ and „intermediate 

coupons,‟ simply „strips of coupons,‟ „blank 

spaces,‟ „bridges‟ and „gutters.‟  (There seems to be no 

Russian equivalent for the term “tab” – Translator.)  The 

terms do not fully describe these items. In most 

cases a dividing strip of this kind is in the middle 

part of a sheet, being the very axis of its 

symmetry. When a sheet is torn along the 

perforation of a middle strip one half-sheet has no 

space on one side while the second has a space 

perforated on the outside. 

 

The word “gutter” reminds us that Imperial 

Russian and early Soviet standard stamps of small 

format and low denomination were produced in 

sheets consisting of four blocks of twenty five 

stamps each divided vertically and horizontally by 

cross-shaped gutters about 1 cm wide with harrow 

perforations following the contour of the cross. 

Gutters of approximately the same width dividing 

a sheet of stamps into two half-sheets and, no less 

important, with perforations not only lengthwise 

but also across, existed for the stamps “Emblem of 

the All Union Agricultural Exhibition” 30k (SG 

859, 1939), “23rd Anniversary of the Red Army 

and Navy” (SG 950-957b, 1941), “5th Centenary 

of Alishir Navoi” (SG 985-986, 1942). With line 

perforation these sheets of stamps had their 

narrow middle gutter divided into portions equal 

to the width or height of the stamp. In some cases 

the gutters were much wider, as wide as the 

adjoining stamp. When the size of the perforated 

blank portions was the same as the size of the 

stamps on the sheet they were called 

“coupons.”  (There were blank coupons between 

half-sheets of the stamps A. N. Ostrovsky and A. 

S. Griboedov (SG 2318/9, 1959) – (“Philately,” 

1994, No.3). Sometimes the size of large portions 

of a strip is different even in a series where the 

stamps are of identical size. In the series 

“Bicentenary of the Academy of Sciences” (SG 

456-57, 1925) in the 5x16 sheets of SG 457, the 

15k stamp, the blank middle strip is perforated 

into portions of the same size as the adjoining 

stamps, thus these portions can be called blank 

middle coupons. They connect stamps 8 and 9 of 

the horizontal rows in vertical pairs with coupons 

between them. Sheets of SG 456, the 3k stamp, 

are divided into two half-sheets by a blank strip 

perforated into portions 18mm high when the 

height of the stamp is 23.3mm. Portions like this 

of a blank middle strip can appropriately be called 

shortened blank coupons. In another pair of sheets 

– “First All-Union Gathering of Pioneers” (SG 

536-37, 1929) the strips of coupons dividing each 

of the sheets of 10k and 14k stamps into 10x5 half

-sheets have the format of the adjoining stamps. 

 

Historically, the understanding of the term 

“coupon” varies. It is accepted that it is an 

attachment to a stamp with or without text and 

with or without perforations while the theme of 

any text may not even relate to the stamp but fulfil 

a postal service function. From 1893 to 1912 

Belgium issued a standard stamp each of which 

had attached below a narrow strip (a third of its 

height) with the text “No Sunday deliveries.”  In 

catalogues and reference books this attachment to 

the stamp is termed a “coupon.”  Russia issued 

nothing similar. 

 

To what extent the size of portions of a blank 

middle strip can be less than that of the attached 

stamps and still be called coupons rather than 

portions of a gutter is unclear. A blank strip 

perforated into portions which divides the two half

- sheets of the stamps 

 

“N. A. Dobrolyubov” (SG 214, 1936) has a height 

which is 0.55 of that of the attached stamps (along 

the perforation). The V. N. Ustinsky and A. Y. 

Pevsner catalogue (Philately, 1992-94) calls the 

portions of blank strip coupons. Smaller still (0.43 

of the length of its attached stamps) is the width of 

the dividing middle blank strip between the 40k 

and 50k stamps of the distinctive sheets in the 

“Aivazovsky” set (SG 1668-69, 1950). 

 

An imperforate version of shortened coupons 

exists in the sheets of the airmail stamp 

overprinted with the outline of an aeroplane     

(SG 284, 1922) which are vertically divided into 

two half-sheets by a blank strip 25mm wide while 

the length of the stamps is almost 25mm and the 

width of the margins between them is 4mm. For 

coupons the same size as the stamp the dividing 

strip would have to be 29mm wide. The space 

between stamps on a sheet of four blocks of 3k + 

10k stamps “For the Victims of the Leningrad 
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Floods” (SG 421, 1924) including the normal 

margins between the attached stamps amounts to 

only 0.36 of the width of the stamps. A strip of 

this kind is closer in concept to a “gutter.” 

 

Shortened coupons in several sheets of the rouble 

denominations in the set “800th Anniversary of 

Moscow” (SG 1297-1300, 1947) have a height 

equal to 0.7 of the height of the 2 rouble 

denomination. The blank strip between stamps on 

these sheets is not a middle one but divides one 

horizontal strip of four stamps from the four 

below. This type of separating strip could be 

called a fringe strip as distinct from the strips of 

blank coupons bordering a sheet which are formed 

when comb perforations pass freely through its 

wide blank margins. 

 

Of particular interest, encountered on sheets of 

stamps, either with or without blank coupons, are 

coupons the same size as the stamps with printers‟ 

symbols or marks. If information about blank 

coupons is extremely limited (scarcely covering a 

fraction of blank middle coupons) then for 

coupons with printers‟ marks issued in the 

twenties there is virtually no information at all in 

the catalogues. Thus, in most cases no value is 

given even for a pair of stamps with dividing 

blank coupons let alone for coupons with symbols. 

 

“Esperanto” issue (SG 471-72, 1926) 
 

The sheets of 16x5 stamps of 7k and 14k denomination “In commemoration of the      

6th International Congress of Proletarian Esperantists in Leningrad” (according to the 

Soviet catalogue of 1933) are divided into two half-sheets of 8x5 stamps by a vertical 

perforated strip with coupons the same size as the stamps. The two upper and two lower 

coupons are blank and the middle coupon has two blue-green circles 3.4mm in diameter 

with a dot in the centre (figure 1). The 7k stamps have the same circles above and below 

the stamps on the spaces between vertical rows 4 and 5 of each half-sheet. On sheets of 

the 14k stamps these duplicated circles with a dot are placed in the spaces above and 

below the strip of coupons. 

Figure 1 
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“First International Air Mail Congress” issue (SG 499-500, 1927) 
 

The sheets of 5x16 stamps of 10k and 15k denomination consist of two half-sheets of 

5x8 stamps separated by a horizontal strip of perforated coupons the same size as the 

stamps. On the sheets of 15k stamps all the coupons are blank. On the 10k sheets each 

two outer coupons to the left and right are blank and the middle coupon has two dark 

blue dots (figure 2). The dots on the coupon may be in a straight vertical line or 

positioned variously. 

Figure 2 
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“10th Anniversary of the October Revolution” issue (SG 501-28, 1927) 

 

The 5x16 stamp sheets of the 14k and 18k denominations (SG 505-06) consist of two 

5x8 half-sheets of stamps separated by a horizontal strip of coupons the same size as the 

stamps. There are no blank coupons. All coupons have printers‟ marks. On the           

14k sheets a dark blue stripe about 3.5 mm wide goes right along the centre of the 

coupons. On the two outer coupons the blue stripe stops short of the end by 

approximately one eighth of their length. In the spaces on the sheet to the left and the 

right of the strips of coupons there is a dark blue circle with a dot, a vertical stripe and a 

centring cross (figure 3). 

Figure 3 
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“10th Anniversary of the October Revolution” issue (SG 501-28, 1927) 

 

On the sheets of 18k stamps 5 dark blue stripes alternated by white stripes of the same 

width run along the length of the strip of coupons. The stripes run the full length of the 

three middle coupons. The stripes on the outer left and right coupons stop short as if 

they are restricted by the lateral frame of the adjoining stamps. The left-hand and     

right-hand spaces on the sheet both have a large dot in line with the middle stripe on the 

coupons plus a wide vertical stripe (figure 4). 

Figure 4 
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“20th Anniversary of the Red Army” issue (SG 779, 1938) 
 

The 10x10 sheets of stamps of 1R denomination “I. V. Chapaev on a Machine-Gun 

Cart” consist of two 5x10 half-sheets of stamps separated by a vertical strip of coupons 

the same size as the stamp with two coloured stripes down the middle: red (4mm) and 

black (5mm). A. Sadovnikov drew attention to this coupon (“Philately”, 1994, No.4) 

and his information is added. The stamp was not printed on a sheet in the blocks of 50 

mentioned, but in blocks of 100 (10x10). The coloured stripes pass through the full 

width of the coupons from the second to the ninth horizontal strip of stamps. On the 

outer rows (the first and tenth) the red stripe extends into the border of the sheet but the 

wider black one only occupies the lower third of the coupon in the first row and the 

upper third in the tenth row (figure 5). 

Figure 5 
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To summarise, four varieties of separating strips 

on sheets of stamps have been encountered: 

 

Cruciform gutters of about 1cm on sheets of 

standard stamps dividing them into four blocks 

either imperforate or with harrow perforations; 

these gutters are not crossed by perforations; 

 

 

Middle narrow (about 1cm) horizontal or vertical 

gutters with lengthwise and crosswise line 

perforations dividing sheets of large format 

pictorial stamps into two half-sheets; 

 

Middle (or fringe) blank strips the width and  

height of which are somewhat less than the 

parameters of the adjoining large format pictorial 

stamps; this type of strip is divided by line 

perforations into shortened blank coupons; 

 

Middle coupons the same size as the stamps; strips 

of these coupons can all be blank, all with 

printers‟ symbols or mixed; the issue of this kind 

of coupon is 1/16 – 1/10 of the issue of the 

corresponding stamps. 

 

Pairs of stamps from the twenties with a 

separating middle coupon, blank or with a 

printers‟ mark are now a great rarity and their 

value can only be determined at auction. 

 

 

 

 

This research was made possible by the 

helpfulness of the staff at the Central Museum of 

Communications, St. Petersburg  to whom the 

author expresses his sincere gratitude.  

Editor‟s note. Figure 5 is enlarged  x1.5: the others are x2. 
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Postal rates in Russia -  

between 10 May 2004 and 3 October 2005 
 

Natalie Krasheninnikov (Kastrup, Denmark) 

Until recently postal rates in Russia were rather 

complicated. Apart from different rates being 

applied for private senders and for limited 

companies and other private enterprises, even for 

ordinary senders there were regional differences. 

The following refers only to private mail. 

 

As a rule uniform rates are valid for the 

whole country, but since 1992 due to difficult 

climatic conditions or transportation problems 

a few regions were permitted to increase 

postal rates on all kinds of mail. One of the 

first regions to increase postal rates was 

Irkutsk Region. 

 

The increase was not allowed to exceed more 

than 30 % of the normal rates. However, more 

and more regions soon nearly doubled their 

rates. The areas in question are typically 

situated in the northern part of the country and 

in the Far East. 

All mail shown here is domestic mail sent to 

Moscow from May 2004 till October 2005 which 

was the last postal period with increased rates. 

From this period I have been lucky to get 

examples from the majority of the areas in 

question on ordinary and registered mail (see the 

illustrations following this summary). Note that a 

few are either overpaid or underpaid by 5 kopeks, 

because 5 kopek stamps did not exist. 

 

In the table at the end of the article you can see 

that during this period postal rates were increased 

in 30 areas. On the map you also can see that 

some of these areas are very large as for example 

Krasnoyarsk Territory which was divided into 3 

zones - the northern being the most expensive. 

 

On the third of October 2005 new postal rates 

were introduced and the system of regionally 

increased postal rates was finally abolished after 

having lasted for 13 years. 

EUROPEAN RUSSIA - ARKHANGELSK REGION 

 

21/03/21005. 

Letter sent from  

Arkhangelsk to Moscow 

Correct postage:  

9.35 roubles.  

(A = 4.70 + 4.65). 

 

 

 

 

22/12/2004.   

Registered letter sent 

from Arkhangelsk to 

Moscow. 

Correct postage:  

14.25 roubles. 
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01/07/2005. 

Letter sent from  

Demyanovo to Moscow. 

Correct postage: 5.40 roubles. 

(A = 4.70 + 0.70) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

24/04/2005.   

Registered letter sent from 

Cherepovets to Moscow. 

Correct postage: 7.90 roubles. 

(A = 4.70 + 3.20) 

EUROPEAN RUSSIA - VOLOGDA REGION 

EUROPEAN RUSSIA - MURMANSK REGION 

 

 

14/12/2004. 

Letter sent from  

Murmansk to Moscow. 

Correct postage: 7.10 roubles. 

(A = 4.70 + 2.40) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

24/01/2005.   

Registered letter sent from 

Murmansk to Moscow. 

Correct postage: 10.90 roubles. 
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EUROPEAN RUSSIA -  KARELIA REPUBLIC 

        

     21/03/2005. 

Letter sent from  

Kondopoga to Moscow. 

Correct postage: 5.75 roubles.  

(A = 4.70 + 1.05) 

 

 

          14/02/2005.   

Letter sent from 

Petrozavodsk to Moscow. 

Postage: 7.90 roubles. 

(A = 4.70 + 1.00). 

Underfranked by 5 kopek, as the 

Soviet stamps were no longer valid. 

 

 

 

08/02/2005.   

Registered letter sent from 

Petrozavodsk to Moscow. 

Correct postage: 8.45 roubles. 

EUROPEAN RUSSIA - KOMI REPUBLIC 

 

23/08/2005. 

Card sent from  

Syktyvkar to Moscow. 

 

Correct postage: 

7.00 roubles. 

(B = 3.50 + 3.50) 

 

 

 

 

 

08/12/2004.   

Letter sent from 

Syktyvkar to Moscow. 

 

Correct postage: 

9.35 roubles. 

(A = 4.70 + 4.65) 
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URAL - KURGAN REGION 

 

 

18/03/2005. 

Letter sent from  

Kurgan to Moscow. 

 

Correct postage: 

5.40 roubles. 

(A = 4.70 + 0.70) 

 

 

 

 

 

18/08/2005.   

Registered letter sent from 

Kurgan to Moscow. 

 

Correct postage: 

8.35 roubles. 

 

 

 

21/04/2005. 

Postal stationery card sent from  

Barnaul to Moscow. 

 

Correct postage: 3.90 roubles. 

(B = 3.50 + 0.40) 

 

 

 

 

 

16/12/2004.   

Postal stationery envelope sent from 

Barnaul to Moscow. 

 

Correct postage: 5.26 roubles. 

(A = 4.70 + 0.55) 

WESTERN SIBERIA - ALTAI TERRITORY 
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29/0907/2005. 

Letter sent from the village Dyktiek in 

Shebalino district to Moscow. 

 

Postage: 6.05 roubles. 

(A = 4.25 [envelope from 2003 + 1.80). 

Surplus 15 kopek. 

 

 

WESTERN SIBERIA - ALTAI REPUBLIC 

WESTERN SIBERIA - TYUMEN REGION: 

KHANTY-MANSIISK AUTONOMOUS DISTRICT 

 

 

 

10/12/2004. 

Letter sent from Kondinski district in 

Khanty-Mansiisk A.D. to Moscow. 

 

Correct postage: 8.50 roubles. 

(A = 4.70 + 3.80).  
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16/12/20054. 

Letter sent from 

Gubkinski in Yamolo-

Nenetski A.D. to 

Moscow. 

 

Postage: 8.30 roubles

(should be 8.25 roubles). 

Surplus 5 kopeks as         

5 kopek stamp does not 

exist. 

 

 

WESTERN SIBERIA - TYUMEN REGION: 

YAMOLO-NENETSK AUTONOMOUS DISTRICT 

EASTERN SIBERIA : 

KRASNOYARSK TERRITORY - ZONE 3 

 

 

21/05/2005. 

Letter sent from   

Norilsk to Moscow. 

 

Correct postage:  

7.10 roubles. 

(A = 4.70 + 2.40) 

 

30/06/2004. 

Registered letter sent from 

Talnakh to Moscow. 

 

Correct postage: 

10.90 roubles. 

(A = 4.70 + 6.20) 
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EASTERN SIBERIA : 

KHAKASIA REPUBLIC 

 

21/05/2005. 

Letter sent from   

Norilsk to Moscow. 

 

Correct postage:  

7.10 roubles. 

(A = 4.70 + 2.40) 

 

 

 

30/06/2004. 

Registered letter sent from 

Talnakh to Moscow. 

 

Correct postage: 

10.90 roubles. 

(A = 4.70 + 6.20) 

EASTERN SIBERIA : 

IRKUTSK REGION 

 

 

03/02/2005. 

Letter sent from   

Bratsk to Moscow. 

 

Correct postage:  

6.35 roubles. 

(A = 4.70 + 1.65) 

 

 

 

 

 

21/03/2005. 

Registered letter sent from 

Sayansk to Moscow. 

 

Correct postage: 

9.45 roubles. 
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EASTERN SIBERIA : 

BURYATSKAYA REPUBLIC - ZONE 2 

 

 

 

21/07/2004. 

Registered letter sent from   

Taksimo to Moscow. 

 

Correct postage:  

10.90 roubles. 

(A = 4.70 + 6.20) 

 

 

THE FAR EAST: 

PRIMORSK TERRITORY 

 

21/04/2005. 

Letter sent from   

Vladivostok to 

Moscow. 

 

Correct postage:  

7.10 roubles. 

(A = 4.70 + 2.40) 

 

 

30/06/2004. 

Registered letter sent 

from Vladivostok to 

Moscow. 

 

Correct postage: 

10.90 roubles. 
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THE FAR EAST: 

KHABAROVSK TERRITORY - ZONE 2 

 

15/12/2004. 

Letter sent from   

Komsomolsk-na-Amure  

to Moscow. 

 

Postage:  

6.70 roubles. 

(A = 4.70 + 2.00). 

Should be 7.10 roubles. 

Underpaid by 40 kopeks. 

 

 

THE FAR EAST: 

THE JEWISH AUTONOMOUS REGION 

 

 

15/03/2005. 

Letter sent from  

Kukelevo to Moscow. 

 

Correct postage: 

6.50 roubles. 

(A = 4.70 + 1.80) 
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THE FAR EAST: 

KAMCHATKA REGION 

 

08/09/2005. 

Registered letter sent from 

Petropavlovsk- 

Kamchatski to Moscow. 

 

Postage: 

14.50 roubles. 

(A = 3.70[old envelope] + 

2.80 + 8.00). 

Should be 14.40 roubles. 

Surplus 10 kopeks. 

 

 

14/12/2004. 

Letter sent from   

Palatka to Moscow. 

 

Correct postage:  

9.35 roubles. 

(A = 4.70 + 4.65) 

 

18/12/2004. 

Registered letter sent from 

Seymchan to Moscow. 

 

Correct postage: 

14.55 roubles. 

(A = 4.70 + 9.85) 

THE FAR EAST: 

MAGADAN REGION 
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THE FAR EAST: 

SAKHALIN REGION 

 

20/04/2005. 

Letter sent from   

Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk  

to Moscow. 

 

Correct postage:  

9.35 roubles. 

(A = 4.70 + 4.65) 

 

22/10/2004. 

Registered letter sent from 

Okha to Moscow. 

 

Postage: 

14.45 roubles. 

(A = 4.70 + 4.75) 

Should be 14.40 roubles. 

Surplus 5 kopeks. 

THE FAR EAST: 

SAKHA REPUBLIC (YAKUTIA) 

 

14/12/2004. 

Letter sent from  

Yakutsk to Moscow. 

 

Correct postage: 

8.25 roubles. 

 

 

 

 

09/03/2005.   

Registered letter sent from 

Yakutsk to Moscow. 

 

Correct postage: 

12.65 roubles. 

(A = 4.70 + 7.95) 
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Russian Federation domestic postal rates in areas with increased postal rates 

 10 May 2004 - 3 October 2005  

    Postcards Letters 

up to 20 g 

Registered 

Letters 

Map 

Ref. 

  Normal postal rate 3.50 4.70 7.25  

EUROPEAN RUSSIA Arkhangelsk Region 6.70 9.35 14.25 8 

  Vologda Region 4.00 5.40 7.90 7 

  Murmansk Region 5.25 7.10 10.90 5 

  Karelia Republic 4.20 5.75 8.45 4 

  Komi Republic 7.00 9.35 14.55 11 

URAL Kurgan Region 3.90 5.40 8.35 59 

WESTERN SIBERIA Altai Territory 3.90 5.25 7.90 68 

  Altai Republic 4.80 5.90 8.80 70 

  Tyumen Region zone 1 3.50 4.70 7.25 60 

 Uvat district (Tyumen region) 4.00 5.25 8.30 60 

  Khanty-Mansiisk ADT 6.35 8.50 12.65 58 

  Yamalo-Nenetsk AD 6.00 8.25 12.65 62 

EASTERN SIBERIA Krasnoyarsk Territory zone 1 3.50 4.70 7.25 65 

  Krasnoyarsk Territory zone 2 4.60 6.35 9.45 65 

  Krasnoyarsk Territory zone 3 5.25 7.10 10.90 65 

  
Taymyr AD: Khatanga, 

Karaul + Dikson district centres 
5.25 7.10 10.90 63 

  Dudinka (town) 6.00 8.00 12.20 63 

  Khakasiya Republic 4.60 6.35 9.45 71 

  Irkutsk Region 4.60 6.35 9.45 73 

  Chita Region zone 1 4.60 6.45 9.65 77 

  Chita Region zone 2 6.00 8.25 12.65 77 

  Buryatskaya Republic zone 1 3.50 4.70 7.25 75 

 Buryatskaya Republic zone 2 5.25 7.10 10.90 75 

THE FAR EAST Primorsk Territory 5.25 7.10 10.90 86 

  Khabarovsk Territory zone 1 4.00 6.00 9.20 84 

  Khabarovsk Territory zone 2 4.60 7.10 10.50 84 

  Jewish Autonomous Region 4.80 6.50 9.90 85 

  Amur Region zone 1 4.15 5.75 8.45 83 

 Amur Region zone 2 4.60 6.00 9.45 83 

  Kamchatka Region 5.60 7.50 14.40 81 

  Magadan Region 7.00 9.35 14.55 81 

  Chukotka AD 6.00 8.25 12.65 79 

  Sakhalin Region 7.00 9.35 14.40 87 

  Sakha Republic (Yakutiya) 6.00 8.25 12.65 78 
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Russian Federation - Administrative Divisions  

                    Standard postal rates                                                 Increased postal rates                    
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Note: Republic - Respublik  Region - Oblast     Territory - Krai      District - Okrug 

REF.         DIVISION STATUS CAPITAL 

01 Kaliningrad Region Kaliningrad 

02 Pskov  Region Pskov 

03 Leningrad  Region Saint Petersburg 

04 Karelia Republic Petrozavodsk 

05 Murmansk  Region Murmansk 

06 Novgorod  Region Velikiy Novgorod 

07 Vologda  Region Vologda 

08 Arkhangelsk  Region Arkhangelsk 

09 Nenetsia Autonomous District Naryan-Mar 

10 Tver  Region Tver 

11 Komi  Republic Syktykvar 

12 Smolensk  Region Smolensk 

13 Bryansk  Region Bryansk 

14 Kaluga  Region Kaluga 

15 Moscow  Region Moscow (Federal City) 

16 Vladimir  Region Vladimir 

17 Ivanovo  Region Ivanovo 

18 Yaroslavl  Region Yaroslavl 

19 Kostroma  Region Kostroma 

20 Kursk  Region Kursk 

21 Orel  Region Orel 

22 Tula  Region Tula 

23 Ryazan  Region Ryazan‟ 

24 Belgorod  Region Belgorod 

25 Lipetsk  Region Lipetsk 

26 Voronezh  Region Voronezh 

27 Tambov  Region Tambov 

28 Penza  Region Penza 

29 Krasnodar  Territory  Krasnodar 

30 Rostov  Region Rostov-na-Donu 

31 Volgograd  Region Volgograd 

32 Saratov  Region Saratov 

33 Adygeya  Republic Maykop 

34 Stavropol  Territory Stavropol 

35 Kalmykia  Republic Elista 

36 Astrakhan  Region Astrakhan 

37 Karachay-Cherkessia  Republic Cherkessk 

38 Kabardino-Balkaria  Republic Nalchik 

39 North Ossetia  Republic Vladikavkaz 

40 Ingushetia  Republic Nazran 

41 Chechenia Republic Grozny 

42 Daghestan Republic Makhachkala 

43 Nizhniy Novgorod  Region Nizhniy-Novgorod 

44 Mordovia Republic Saransk 

45 Chuvashia Republic Cheboksary 

REF.         DIVISION STATUS CAPITAL 

46 Mariy-El Republic Yoshkar-Ola 

47 Kirov  Region Kirov 

48 Ulyanovsk  Region Ulyanovsk 

49 Tatarstan  Republic Kazan 

50 Udmurtia Republic Izhevsk 

51 Perm  Territory Perm 

52 Komi-Permyak District  Kudymakar 

53 Samara  Region Samara 

54 Orenburg  Region Orenburg 

55 Bashkiria Republic Ufa 

56 Chelyabinsk  Region Chelyabinsk 

57 Sverdlovsk  Region Sverdlovsk 

58 Khanty Mansiisk Autonomous District Khanty-Mansiisk 

59 Kurgan  Region Kurgan 

60 Tyumen  Region Tyumen 

 Uvat (Tyumen) District Uvat 

61 Omsk Region Omsk 

62 Yamal Nenetsia Autonomous District Salekhard 

63 Taymyr (Dolgano-Nenetsia) Autonomous District* Dudinka 

64 Evenkia Autonomous District* Tura 

65 Krasnoyarsk  Territory Krasnoyarsk 

66 Tomsk  Region Tomsk 

67 Novosibirsk  Region Novosibirsk 

68 Altay  Territory Barnaul 

69 Kemerovo  Region Kemerovo 

70 Altay  Republic Gorno-Altaysk 

71 Khakasia Republic Abakan 

72 Tuva Republic Kyzyl 

73 Irkutsk  Region Irkutsk 

74 Ust-Ordynskij Buriatia Autonomous District Ust-Ordinskij 

75 Buriatia Republic Ulan-Ude 

76 Aghin Buriatia Autonomous District Aginskhoe 

77 Chita  Region Chita 

78 Sakha (Yakutia) Republic Yakutsk 

79 Chukotka Autonomous District Anadyr 

80 Koryakia Autonomous District+ Palana 

81 Kamchatka  Territory Petropavlovsk-Kamchatskiy 

82 Magadan  Region Magadan 

83 Amur  Region Blagovshchensk 

84 Khabarovsk  Territory Khabarovsk 

85 Jewish Autonomous Region Autonomous Region Birobidzhan 

86 Primorsk Territory Vladivostok 

87 Sakhalin  Region Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk 

 

  * Within Krasnoyarsk Territory 

  +Within Kamchatka Territory 
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Russian picture postcards and military censorship 
 

David M. Skipton (Greenbelt, USA) 

Readers of the BJRP are no doubt familiar with 

the civilian censorship imposed by the tsarist 

government on picture postcards (PPCs) produced 

within the Empire, a censorship that began at the 

very inception of the Russian picture postcard in 

the mid-1890s.1 They will certainly be well 

informed, too, about WWI Russian military 

censorship. But in this article we will examine a 

hitherto unexplored aspect of that confluence of 

PPC production and the military, a twist on the 

familiar theme. 

 

The period from 1898 to 1918 was the “Golden 

Age of Picture Postcards,”2 a time when they were 

produced by the many billions around the world 

and served not only as souvenirs for travellers but 

as inexpensive and readily accessible bearers of 

culture, history, advertisements and of course 

messages. As such, they could pose a threat to 

authoritarian regimes. The Russian government 

was well aware of their potential to cause 

mischief; a picture might be worth a thousand 

words to the literate, but to the illiterate – the great 

majority of Russia‟s population – they could be 

worth many more. Russia had censored the printed 

word, be it foreign or domestic, since the time of 

Catherine the Great. With the advent of PPCs, she 

would censor those, too.    

 

Picture postcards, of course, were but one small 

corner of the total Russian production of printed 

matter, but they still posed a formidable pile of 

material through which Russia‟s censors had to 

wade. On 19 October 1894 the Ministry of 

Internal Affairs had issued instructions to the 

Postal Department that gave the green light to 

private entrepreneurs in Russia to produce their 

own PPCs,3 and the response was overwhelming.  

 

“By the end of the 20th Century, Russia was [still] 

a newcomer in the picture postcard publishing 

business, but according to data from the Universal 

Postal Union, she with her population of 130 

million already held down sixth place in the 

world, turning out 105 million PPCs per year. 

(Only 30% of the population was literate, i.e., only 

39 million Russian subjects were potential buyers 

of PPCs). By the 1890s Russia counted 1,315 

[private] printing shops, 901 of which were 

located in St. Petersburg.”4    

 

With Russia‟s first PPCs – a Riga card from 14 

February 18955 and a five-card series featuring 

notable sites in Moscow (figures 1a to 1d, next 

page) – also came the first indication of PPC 

censorship, an inscription reading "Дозволено 

цензурой. Москва. 18 ноября 1895 

года" (“Permitted by censorship. Moscow, 18 

November 1895.”). 6 

 

That they were still working the kinks out and 

making certain everyone knew censorship had 

authorised the cards is evident by the fact that the 

“Dozvoleno” inscription was displayed on the card 

not once, but twice, once on either side, and in two 

colours – red and gray. Kushnerev was taking no 

chances 

 

1 The sources conflict on the year, with most insisting on 1895 and some on 1896, the latter of which seems to be 

a “rounding off” for the late-1895 issuance. (Among others, see N. Mozokhina in Marketingovaya oshibka nachala 

XX veka (A Marketing Mistake at the Beginning of the XX Century). Accessed on 13 June 2008 at www.konkir.ru/

article.phtml?id=2147.) There is even a contender for the honour dated 8 August 1894, but that predates the MVD 

authorization and evidently lacks any mention of censorship. Foreign PPCs, of course, were present in Russia long 

before then, but their publishers were not terribly concerned about obtaining prior Russian approval to produce the 

cards.  
 

2 Harrison, Collecting & Exhibiting Picture Postcards (PPCs), p. 3. 

 

3 Telesh, Pervye rizhskiye otkrytki.  
 

4 Mozokhina, op. cit.  
 

5 Telesh, op. cit.  
 
6 Istoriya vozniknoveniya otkrytki (A History of the Postcard's Origin), accessed on 13 June 2008 at bluecat.com.ua/ru/

 polygraphy/cards/.)  
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Figure 1d 

Same inscription on reverse. (Enlarged to 250 %.) 

Figure 1a 

A PPC from the second (perhaps third) series of postcards produced domestically by 

Kushnerev in Moscow. This one was used in 1898.(Bill Nickle collection.) 

Figure 1b 

On front of card, at left. (Enlarged to 150 %.) 

Figure 1c 

Reverse of card. The censorship inscription here is at upper left. 
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The lion‟s share of the ink went to newspapers, 

journals and books, but almost everything – from 

those to musical scores, lectures, posters, 

advertisements and much more – were subject to 

government censorship.  

 

Before the 1905 Revolution, most Russian printed 

matter struggled under “prior” or “preliminary 

censorship”,7 which required that a censor had to 

see something before it was published and give his 

permission to the printer to proceed. Another 

example of this can be seen in figures 2a & 2b, 

where the censor‟s authorisation was printed on a 

card issued by Russkoye Sobraniye at some point 

soon after 21 November 1901. (This information 

was often placed in the lower left corner of the 

card, either horizontally or vertically up the left 

side.) 8 

 

Internal censorship of printed matter (as opposed 

to the external form, exercised by the Foreign 

Censorship Committee and the Postal 

Department‟s Foreign Newspaper and Magazine 

Censorship Office), was primarily the task of the 

Main Administration for Press Affairs,9 which 

began life on 1 September 1865 and lasted until its 

abolishment by the Provisional Government in 

1917.10  This administrative entity was a part of 

the Ministry of Internal Affairs. (The Holy Synod 

also had a say in approving the contents of PPCs 

with religious themes, but it rarely intervened.).11   

7 Предварительная цензура. 

 

8 My thanks to Jack Moyes for this item.  
 
9 Главное управленiе по деламъ печати.  
 

10 Patrusheva, Tsenzurnyy apparat Rossii vo vtoroy polovine XIX – nachale XX veka, 2000. 

 

11 Chapkina, Rozhdestvenskaya otkrytka pod gnetom sovetskoy tsenzury.  

Figure 2a 

Figure 2b 

“Komarov Printing Shop, Permitted by 

censorship. St. Petersburg.  

21 November 1901.” (Enlarged to 150%) 
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Post-1905, Russia 

changed course and 

i n s t i t u t e d 

“punitive,” or “after

- t h e - f a c t ” 

censorship,12 which 

meant that printers 

were not required to 

seek approval to 

produce a postcard 

or a book, but if 

their production fell 

foul  of  laws 

prohibiting the 

r e v e l a t i o n  o f 

secrets, calls for 

illegal acts or 

slander against the 

Tsar‟ (among other 

things), then their 

presses could be 

closed for a period 

of time and their 

owners fined and/or 

imprisoned. 

 

For instance, the January 1911 “Statute on Books 

and Brochures” outlawed PPCs with a 

revolutionary theme like those issued by 

Metal‟nikov, plus those conveying a clearly 

pornographic theme. Another no-no was PPCs 

showing paper money (kreditnye bilety).13 
 

Figure 3 shows a typical V.A. Metal‟nikov 

production of the sort that attracted the 

government‟s wrath. The inscription reads “In our 

time”, and “…The sentence was carried out at 

dawn. (From the newspapers.)” Issued at some 

point from 1906 up to 1911 or so.  

 

From then until the advent of WWI, all mention of 

censorship, punitive or prior, disappeared from the 

message side of Russian picture postcards. 

 

By the time Russia mobilized on 30 July 1914 and 

declared war on 1 August, the situation vis-à-vis 

censorship had already reverted 10 days earlier to 

pre-1905 conditions, i.e. the “prior” flavour, but 

this time it was the military calling the shots, not 

the Main Administration for Press Affairs. This 

was manifested in the Provisional Statute on 

Military Censorship,14 an Imperial decree that 

used Article 87 of the 1906 Fundamental State 

Laws as its basis. Its purpose was to prevent the 

enemy from gaining information about Russia‟s 

armed forces or installations through violations of 

secrecy by newspapers, telegraph services, 

printers and the like.    

 

“…Article 2. The following categories are subject 

to military censorship: 1) any kind of stamped 

work, print, illustration, photograph, etc. which is 

intended for publication…” 

 

On printing shops, lithography and 

metallography shops, and firms producing and 

selling printed matter, and on the book trade in a 

theatre of military operations. 

 

“Article 45. The owner of a printing firm or 

manager thereof must submit, in addition to that 

required by current laws on the press, two copies 

of [each] item printed in his shop to local military 

censorship.” 

12 Seen variously as карательная or последующая цензура. 

 

13 Arzamastseva, Osobennosti russkoy kollektsionnoy otkrytki i filokartii kak takovoy.  

 

14 Временное положение о военной цензуре.  

Figure 3 

A typical V.A. Metal‟nikov production of the sort that attracted the government‟s 

wrath. The inscription reads “In our time”, and “…The sentence was carried out at 

dawn. (From the newspapers.)” Issued at some point from 1906 up to 1911 or so. 
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“Article 46. Printing firms may issue their works 

only after the proofs submitted by them to military 

censorship have been collated and found identical 

to the originals previously approved for 

publication by military censorship. In these 

instances, the censor shall give a printing-

approval card to the manager of the printing 

firm.” 15 

 

Failure to comply with military censorship 

regulations would cost the offending printer a 

considerable sum of money and perhaps some 

time in the slammer: 

 

“Article 77: The owner of a printing office, 

lithography or metallography shop, or similar 

enterprise, or the manager of same, [who shall be 

found] guilty of printing works not bearing a 

signature of approval from military censorship, or 

who [shall be found] guilty of inserting changes 

into a text approved by military censorship (Art. 

44) shall be fined from 25 to 300 roubles or 

imprisoned for a period of two weeks to three 

months, if they are not subject to more stringent 

penalties under the terms of this law.”16 

 

Although some censors reacted in knee-jerk 

fashion to anything that could be remotely 

construed as revealing military secrets, not all did. 

As proof, I offer the PPC in figure 4a, which lists 

the Empress Mariya‟s tonnage, speed and 

armaments. Such information was widely 

available at the time and certainly no secret to the 

Axis, so the card was authorised as a patriotic 

publication. Permission to publish is shown in 

figure 4b. 

15 Skipton and Michalove, Postal Censorship in Imperial Russia, vol. 2, Appendix V, p. A-9. 

 

16 Ibid. p. A-20.  

Figures 4b 

“Permitted by military censorship.  

Korchak Novitskiy Lithography Shop,  

Publications Store at N.Ye. Khodzitskiy‟s, Odessa, 

Panteleymonovskaya 11b.” (Enlarged.) 

Figure 4a 
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Notations like these printed on the cards were put 

there by the printers themselves, an announcement 

that their product had passed military muster   

(and as an assurance to postcard sellers that it was 

safe to stock them).   

 

The remarkable card in figure 5a, however, bears a 

most unusual and perhaps unique variation on this 

theme. Rather than the postcard publisher 

announcing after the fact that military censorship 

had blessed it, the marking on the card was the 

military‟s go-ahead to the printer, a marking 

applied only to the PPC proofs submitted by the 

printer prior to the start of mass production. This 

marking and any like it was what gave the printer 

the authorization to put “Permitted by military 

censorship” on the card and it was something the 

public would never have seen. The card was 

produced by the well-known and highly regarded 

Golike and Vil‟borg firm in St. Petersburg and 

issued by the Emperor Alexander III Russian 

Museum. 

The red-pen signature is evidently that of the 

censor who applied the handstamp and the “24/

N” (24 November) – the date on which the deed 

was done.   

 

This oval handstamp is reminiscent of the military 

censor marks found on mail, but those were 

applied as an indication that military censorship 

had no objection to the message or its delivery to 

the addressee, not the message‟s vehicle. To my 

knowledge, this is the first example to be recorded 

and such markings cannot exist in great numbers. 

Per Article 46 above, “…the censor shall give a 

printing-approval card to the manager of the 

printing firm.” Thus this kind of marking ought 

not to have been applied to more than one or two 

“proof” cards per scene, and from the wording of 

the Article it is not readily apparent that any 

handstamp was required; the military censor could 

as easily have typed up a card listing all of the 

“proof” PPCs in the series, signed it, and given 

that to the printer as an authorization.   

Figure5b 

“So storony Voyen. Tsenz. ne vstrechayetsya 

prepyatstviye k napechataniyu” (Literally, “No 

obstacle to printing is found on the part of military 

censorship.” A less bureaucratic way of rendering it 

would be “Military censorship has no objection to 

printing [this card].) 

Figure 5a 
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Speculation: Given the every-man-for-himself 

approach to the manufacture of military censor 

marks evinced during WWI and the trial-and-error 

character of censorship policies, it may be that this 

authorization handstamp was the labour-saving 

response to the overwhelming number of PPCs the 

country generated, much like the shift the censors 

made from wax to handstamp seals on registered 

mail.  

 

I would be very grateful for further information or 

corrections to this article. Please contact me at 

david.skipton@rossica.org or through the BJRP 

Editor. 
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Some Siberian covers 

 

J.G.Moyes  

Dr. Ivo Steijn did a great service 

to collectors of Siberian Civil War 

material when he published 

“Postal Rates in Kolchak‟s 

Siberia” in Yamshchik 57. Up 

until then as Ivo says we had to 

reconstruct the rates empirically 

from what little material was 

known. The new information 

comes from archival sources. 

 

Two sets of rates are given; the 

first from 26/4/19 and the second 

from 11/10/19. Ivo illustrates a 

number of items from the first set 

of rates including a cover from 

Verkhneudinsk  to  Tomsk 

correctly franked at 50k for an 

inland letter. I can illustrate as 

figure l a cover going from 

Barguzin in the 

T r a n s b a i k a l 

O b l a s t  t o 

Verkhneudinsk 

dated 30/10/19 

but held over 

for despatch 

u n t i l  t h e 

16/11/19 and 

r e c e i v e d 

21/11/19. It is 

c o r r e c t l y 

franked for an 

inland letter at 

1r. 50k. as per 

the listing. 

 

Kolchak did not live long after 

the introduction of the new 

rates, not that he would have 

been much concerned with such 

matters, even less with the 

interest of future philatelists. 

He had to evacuate Omsk 

around 13/11/19 heading for 

Irkutsk by rail, ostensibly with 

Czech Legion protection but 

the Czechs delayed his progress 

to enable their own men to flee 

first. 

 

Figure 2 shows a cover with a printed 

inscription on the front reading 

“Swedish Red Cross Central Bureau 

Omsk”. It is addressed to the Swedish 

Red Cross at Stockholm.  

Figure 2  

Figure 1 
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The despatch cancel is the Irkutsk Telegraph 

Office dated 26/11/19, there is a London transit 

20/1/20 and a Stockholm arrival 25/1/20. The 

censor mark is a type used originally at 

Krasnoyarsk. It would appear that this Red Cross 

detachment left Omsk before Kolchak‟s 

withdrawal and that the censorship authorities 

joined them at Krasnoyarsk in heading for Irkutsk. 

 

Ivo‟s listing unfortunately does not give the rates 

for foreign mail. This cover shows the usual rate 

seen at this time of 4r., being 2r. for postage and 

2r. for registration. 

 

By the end of December 1919 Kolchak was still 

three hundred miles west of Irkutsk at 

Nizhneudinsk while at Irkutsk a left wing coalition 

had taken control which soon gave way to a 

Bolshevik Committee which allowed 

uninterrupted passage home to the Czechsin in  

return for the Kolchak Gold Reserve and an 

agreement not to interfere with their handling of 

Kolchak. 

 

The Czechs had handed Kolchak over to the Reds 

around 14/1/1920 while this cover was still in 

transit. Kolchak himself had handed over 

command of the White forces in Siberia to 

Semenov around 4/l/20. Figure 3 shows a cover 

from Chita, Semenov‟s base from around 20/l/20. 

As with figure 2 it is addressed to the Swedish 

Red Cross at Stockholm - it is dated 28/1/20 via 

London 24/3/20 arriving 30/3/20. Again it is 

franked 4r. for a foreign registered cover. 

Editor‟s note: illustrations are 

reproduced at 75% except figure 2 

front which is at 50% Figure 4 

Figure 3 

Semenov‟s regime at Chita 

lasted through until late 

October 1920. During that time 

a series of stamps was issued 

but the postal rates for their use 

are not fully understood. The 

cover shown in figure 4 has 

been registered at Chita 8/7/20 

and is franked at 50r. and bears 

five copies of the 10r/70k 

Semenov issue. It is addressed 

to Tientsin arriving 14/7/20. 
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Moscow directional marks 
 

Noel Warr 

Several similar things came together within a 

short period of time that are worth reporting. All 

are on postcards: 

 

From Linz, x.12.06, to Moscow, 23 Dec. There is 

a framed hand-stamp partially obscured by a 

spravka dated 23 Dec with handwriting and hand

-stamps that I cannot decipher. (Figure 1). 

 

Removal of the spravka shows the script : 

Retour / l‟adresse insuffisante - Return / 

insufficient address. . (Figures 2 &2a). 

Figure 1 

Figures 2 & 2a 
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Figure 3 

From Cologne, 1.12.03, to Moscow. There is 

a framed hand-stamp partially obscured by a 

spravka dated 21 November 1903.  

 

It also has a Cologne mark of 7.12.03 

(Figure 3 ) 

 

When the spravka is removed it reveals the 

full wording Retour / Décédé - Return / 

Deceased   and a Moscow receiving mark of 

20 Xl 19-03 (Figures 4 & 4a) 

Figure 4 

Figure 4a 
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In BJRP 82 David Skipton wrote on apparent civil 

censor items and he illustrated a German postcard, 

1 Jan 1904, to Moscow, 24 Dec 1903. He showed 

this for the spravka attached that obscures most of 

the card (Figure 5).  

It is now in the collection of Gary Combs, with 

whose permission it is reproduced and we can 

now see that the hand-stamp reads Retour / Parti. 

(Figures 6 & 6a) 

Figure 5 

Figures 6 & 6a 

Editor‟s note: cards are illustrated full size;  

hand stamps x1.5. 
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Cards would often not have the sender‟s 

address and would probably end up in a “Dead 

letter” section of the Moscow Post Office but 

these three have sufficient information to 

enable them to be returned – see figure 7, the 

reverse of figures 3 & 4. Also it would seem 

logical for the Retour stamp to have been 

applied last and therefore one would expect to 

find it on top of the spravka rather than 

beneath it. There is a selection of Return 

marks in the B & P St Petersburg catalogue 

(10P5, 10P6, 10P7, 10Q1, 10Q2, 10Q3 and 

10Q4 in the Supplement) both Cyrillic and 

French for internal  and external mail and one 

might therefore expect there to have been a 

similar range in Moscow - has anyone any 

examples to report? They feel also that such 

marks were applied in the Address Bureau and 

not in the Post Office. In BJRP 90, p 39 Figure 

6, Meer Kossoy shows an internal Moscow 

item of Dec 1909: the postman was unable to 

deliver the letter and it was to be returned to 

the sender and a spravka in the form of a green 

paper label inscribed „The addressee is not 

living at the address shown‟. / Postman 

(Signature) was affixed. Mouth-watering ! 

Another mark, in not quite the same category, is 

found on a card postmarked Nizhni Novgorod, 

Moscow - Nizhni Station, serial A, 30.8.11 to 

Moscow. It received an arrival mark of the V 

Ekspeditsia 31.8.11 and a postage due mark of 1 

Eksp. The card is correctly franked 3 kopecks and 

the postage due mark has been invalidated by a 

rectangular mark of tiny diamonds around the 

word СНЯTA in capitals - Withdrawn. (Figure 8.)  

 

There is an interesting article on the Postage Due 

process by Meer Kossoy in Rossica 143 pps 39 - 

41 that discusses, among other things, two 

postcards to Moscow that bear this Withdrawn 

mark. 

Figure 7 

Figures 8 & 8a 
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Two Siberian surprises  
 

Ivo Steijn  (Arcadia, USA) 

One of the pleasures of collecting Siberian postal 

history of the Civil War period is that new 

discoveries can still be made. Sometimes these 

discoveries are quite modest, such as an extended 

period of use for a postmark or stamp issue. But the 

two covers described in this note were truly 

surprising to me and have changed my perceptions 

of Civil War postal history significantly. Of course, 

that may simply be due to my limited perceptions, 

but I‟ll let the covers speak for themselves. 

 

Last letter from Nikolaevsk-on-Amur 
 

Many will know the sad fate of the Pacific coastal 

town of Nikolaevsk-on-Amur (NNA henceforth). A 

anarchist band of bandits led by a certain Tryapitsin 

occupied the town in March of 1920. Arrests and 

executions of “white vermin” began almost 

immediately and while relations with the small 

Japanese interventionist garrison had at first been 

cordial, an unsuccessful surprise attack of the 

Japanese led to the massacre of virtually all 

Japanese soldiers and Japanese civilian inhabitants 

of NNA. This was the so-called Nikolaevsk 

Incident, that would trigger Japanese reprisals 

throughout the Far East and a Japanese occupation 

of Northern Sakhalin that did not end until 1925.  

Tryapitsin learned that a Japanese relief force was 

on its way and decided to destroy the town, along 

with many of the inhabitants. The mostly wooden 

city was destroyed by fire, while the few stone 

buildings were dynamited. When the Japanese 

force arrived it found chimneys sticking out of the 

ashes and corpses, thousands of them. 

 

This sad tale is bad enough, but it had a particularly 

sour aftertaste for stamp collectors. Stamps 

allegedly overprinted by the representatives of the 

White Merkulov government in NNA during 1921 

are listed in all catalogues. No genuinely postally 

used examples have so far surfaced and a half 

dozen of rather baroque forged covers lead one to 

suspect that the whole thing was a philatelic fraud, 

probably originating in Vladivostok. It is hard to 

understand what need there could be for stamps in 

a wholly destroyed town and the thought that a 

suspiciously diverse group of basic stamps could be 

found among the ashes to be overprinted in NNA 

borders on lunacy. On the forged covers (and 

almost all of the “used” stamps) the postmark in 

question is what purports to be a provisional 

postmark for NNA, with the date filled in by hand. 

Needless to say, the postmark has never been seen 

on any other piece of mail either before or after 

1921. Since the postmark also occurs on forged 

overprints made in Vladivostok, it is almost certain 

it was made in Vladivostok to create used stamps 

for the philatelic trade. 

 

However, much of the above outline is my 

conclusion only, based on an objective assessment 

of the facts. That does not make it either beyond 

discussion or obviously correct! But any discussion 

of these stamps and their postal history is 

handicapped by the fact that no cover from NNA 

from any period during the Civil War has so far 

been described. Without covers that are beyond 

suspicion, assessing forged covers becomes much 

more difficult. 

 
So it was with great delight that I greeted the cover 

in figure 1. It‟s an inland letter sent to Annenskiya 

Mineral‟niya Vody (the “Siberian Spa”) in August 

1919. It‟s franked with 50 kopecks – the correct 

inland letter rate for this period. While the place of 

posting can not be ascertained with total 

confidence, the printed address of the sender is in 

NNA – our first look at Civil War period mail out 

of the doomed city, even if it was sent almost a 

year before the town‟s destruction and two years 

before the alleged NNA stamps were 

manufactured.  

 

The most striking feature is of course the postmark, 

which appears to be a provisional postmark of local 

manufacture. Such provisional postmarks are not 

unheard of in Eastern Siberia during this period. 

Sadly, the text of the postmark is almost impossible 

to read in this blurry strike of what seems to be a 

rubber device. The word “Amur” can be made out 

with some good will, leading further confidence to 

a NNA origin of the cover. 

 

The fact that NNA used a provisional postmark in 

1919 does not of course lend legitimacy to the 

“postmark” found on the NNA stamps. But it is 

interesting that the Vladivostok forgers came up 

with a provisional postmark at all.  Had they seen 

its 1919 predecessor? 

 

More mail out of NNA is eagerly sought. 
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Figure 1 

An August 1919 letter from Nikolaevsk-on-Amur to Annenskiya Spa 

Figure 1a 

The receiving mark at 

Annenskiya Spa 
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A Civil War usage of Romanov stamps 
 

Since Russian philately recently lost one of its 

great Romanov enthusiasts in Leonard Tann, the 

second cover is a posthumous salute to Leonard, 

whose enthusiasm for Romanov oddities knew no 

bounds. 

 

And this is an oddity! It‟s a letter sent from the 

Eastern Siberian city of Blagoveshchensk to 

Buenos Aires in Argentina. This is exotic enough, 

but the date of July 1919 makes this cover even 

more unusual – mail from Blagoveshchensk 

during 1919-1920 seems to be very scarce. The 

final flourish of madness is added by the franking: 

4 copies of the 10/7 Romanov surcharge issued in 

1916. Needless to say, the franking of 40 kopecks 

does not match the rate we would expect (70 

kopecks).  

 

Even so I have a hard time believing this cover is 

forged. A pedestrian Buenos Aires arrival marking 

on the reverse is as expected. The absence of 

transit markings is as we would expect for 

unregistered mail. The franking of 40 kopecks is 

very odd and does not match any known rate, but 

odd frankings are hardly unusual from this period 

and mistakes in the rate were common. The choice 

of Romanov stamps is not as mad as it might 

seem: when this letter was sent, Blagoveshchensk 

was under the decidedly conservative thumb of an 

Ataman Gamov, so a monarchist flourish, as mad 

as it might seem in 1919, is hardly unthinkable. 

Finally, the postmark seems to match Robinson 

type 142.6 (v) perfectly.  

 

So until I am convinced otherwise, I will regard 

this as a very late usage of Romanov stamps, from 

a White stronghold in 1919, to a very unusual 

destination. Leonard would have liked it, I‟m sure. 

Editor‟s note: covers are illustrated at full size    

Figure 2  

A July 1919 usage of Romanov stamps from Blagoveshchensk, to Buenos Aires. 
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St. Petersburg, an 1856 receipt  
 

Noel Warr 

A third example of the receipt for registered 

and insured letters shown at 9F1.v1 in the 

Baillie & Peel St. Petersburg book has turned 

up (figure 1). It is dated June 3rd 1856, 

falling between the 1851 and 1857 examples 

given in B&P, and is of a different printing to 

the 1851 example that is illustrated in    

figure 2.  

 

Most unusually – or perhaps it was the 

practice at the time – it covers the dispatch of 

five letters, numbered 1 to 5 on the receipt: 

the first to Riga, costing 36 kopecks, the 

second to Tver, the third to Vilna, costing 66 

kopecks, the fourth to Vologda and the fifth 

to ? The total postage is 2 roubles 40 kop. 

Another unusual feature is that the space for 

the registration number (2nd line of text) has 

been stroked through. 

 

Later a receipt was issued for each letter 

posted and pairs of receipts are known: a strip 

of five, 1907, is shown at B&P 9F10.v1.  
 

Editor‟s note. Illustrations are reduced to 80%. 

Figure 1 
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Figure 2 
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An aesthetic approach to collecting  
 

J.G.Moyes  

Dictionaries define the word “aesthetic” as 

relating to beauty or good taste. Beauty is in the 

eyes of the beholder and thus purely subjective 

while good taste usually involves a moral 

judgment and allows personal bigotry to cloud 

the issue. 

 

On the other hand the “Aesthetic Movement” in 

the art world in the late 1880s championed the 

idea of art for art‟s sake. Naturally those 

involved were criticised for their ideas of 

beauty and often condemned for their taste. The 

swooning aesthete in historical dress became a 

figure of ridicule and a ridiculous figure. 

 

So, you may ask, why have I called this article 

“An aesthetic approach to collecting?” The 

answer is twofold; firstly it concerns collecting 

for its own sake and secondly because the topics 

covered are, in my opinion, concerned with 

things of beauty or attractiveness. I shall not 

venture any comment about good taste. 

 

As a research-minded collector I need a 

challenge. Russian postal history gives me that 

while my interest in revenues stimulates me to 

learn all I can about social life in Russia under 

the Imperial regime. 

 

The topics in this article have no research 

potential other than listing their existence. If 

like me you are a natural born collector then 

you do not have to restrict your interests to 

serious matters alone. Collecting simply for the 

fun of it is all part of the enjoyment. 

 

I hope to show those members who are unaware 

of the range of printed ephemera around that 

this is a field that still remains affordable, will 

never be liable to speculation and will provide 

many hours of pleasure in searching it out. I 

illustrate a selection of items for each topic 

covered and they represent about 25% of what I 

have found over a period of forty five years. 

This material is not common outside Russia so 

you need a lot of patience. The good news is 

that when you find it it will not cost you much 

and that is as good a recommendation as I can 

give. 

 

Visiting Card Envelopes 
If we go back a hundred years or more to the 

days when the leisured classes with time on 

their hands and the money to enjoy it, spent 

their mornings paying visits to friends and 

acquaintances, they always carried visiting 

cards which they left to show they had called. 

They would also leave cards at the homes of 

those they did not know, but would have liked 

to know, in the hope of getting an invitation to 

the social scene. I suspect that few of these got 

past the butler, but I for one would have loved 

to have gone through the rubbish 

searching for some of these 

envelopes which held the cards. 

 

The best known of these 

envelopes come from the Odessa 

Red Cross. Higgins and Gage 

give a fine listing in their Postal 

Stationery catalogue. The later 

type with a double circle 

showing the letters OMY plus a 

year are quite common but not so 

the earliest versions. 

 

Figure  l shows a design from 

1878. 

Figure 1 
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Figure 2 is from 1879 and figure 3 1880-81. 

Figure  3 has the design repeated on the flap. They 

are all in red on paper that varies from white to 

buff. Higgins and Gage also give a fine listing to 

the envelopes from Izmail in Bessarabia. These 

were often seen when I started collecting but not 

any more. They all have an inscription “To the 

Poor” plus “In place of a holiday visit” in black 

and a value of l0k or 20k. In addition a handstamp 

is applied at the left in blue in one of two styles; 

the first a single circle reading Izmail Town 

Council, the second an intaglio seal type. See 

figures 4-5. 

 

Almost every one of these you see will be 

different by the font of the lettering. I have seen 

several Odessa envelopes used through the post 

but not those from Izmail. 

Figure 2 

Figure 4 

Figure 3 

Figure 5 
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Figure 6 shows an envelope from Kamenets 

Podolsk, issued by the Sisters of Mercy. It has a 

price 5k and is on cream paper with black 

inscription and a red cross. This example is 

cancelled Kamenets Podolsk 4/4/98. 

 

Figure 7 shows an envelope from the Caucasian 

Okrug Management of the Russian Red Cross 

Society. All printing is in red on cream. My 

example came direct from Russia over twenty 

years ago and was the only one I had seen until a 

second copy was offered in an auction in the USA 

a year ago. It seems to be a scarce type. 

 

Large size envelopes for ordinary mail produced 

for the Sisters of Mercy of the Red Cross are well 

known and much sought after. They are beautiful 

examples of the art of printing, in stylized Russian 

designs with lettering in Church 

Slavonic. Less known are the 

visiting card envelopes from the 

same charity, equally beautiful 

but in a small size. 

 
Figures 8-10 show three of these. 

Figure 6 

Figure 7 
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The inscription on each is slightly 

different but along the meaning of 

“St.Petersburg Committee under 

the Trusteeship of the Sisters of the 

Red Cross”. The symbol on the 

flap of figure 10 is the same as is 

found on the reverse of some of 

Sisters of Mercy postcards. See my 

article classifying, these in Rossica 

117 of October 1991. 

Figure  8 

brown and red. 

Figure 10  

silver-grey, greyish-blue and red.  

Figure 9 

 multicoloured. 
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Advertising labels 
The next group of ephemera I would like to cover 

is advertising labels. These would have been 

added to mail and parcels sent out by the 

companies concerned for some free advertising. 

This is not an easy field to collect which makes 

the acquisition of anything new particularly 

satisfying.   

Figure ll  

Pavel Bessnek Moscow 

Chemical Factory 

Figure 13  

Donets Glass 

Konstantinovka 

Figure l2  

Izhevski Spring 

Natural Mineral 

Water. Limited 

Company  

Figure 14  

Eh.V.Baggovut 

Horticulture Kegel 

Est.Gubernia. Fruit Trees 

and Shrubs, Roses, 

Conservatories, Bedding 

Plants. Current Prices 

Free. 

I have labels for four different companies making separators which were machines for separating cream 

from milk. 

Figure 16  

“Lakta and Milka. The 

Best Separators in the 

World”. 

Figure 15  

“Nilfisk” Bernhard 

Fridman Moscow. 

Portable Electric Vacuum 

Cleaner. 
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Figure 17  

Niks Biscuits. 

A.I.Abrikasov and Sons.  

Figure 18  

“Grets” 70% Economy 

Lamp bulbs. 

Figure 19  

Phillips Lamps 75% 

Economy Current. 

Figures 20 and 21 are 

from the General Electric 

Company.  

Figure 20  

V.K.Eh. Lamp bulbs 

with Metal 

Filaments.  

Figure 21  

A.E.G. V.K.Eh. Russian 

Company.  

Figure 22  

Chesebrough‟s Vaseline. 

As with the last two an 

overseas company trading 

in Russia. 

Figure 23  

“Polar” Trademark and 

Company Stamp. A.B.Motor 

Diesels Stockholm. Another 

overseas company.  
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Figure 24  

Doctor Gommele‟s 

“Trizan” for Coughs, 

Whooping Cough and 

Catarrh. 

Figure 25  

Henrik Shreder, 

Halbstadt Crimea.  

Cast-Iron Foundry and 

Machine Building Works. 

Figure 26  

Russian-Swedish Company 

“Vesteros”. Agricultural 

Machinery and Tools. 

Moscow, Riga and 

Cheliabinsk.  

Figure 27  

I.D.Zaferman Melitopol. 

Cast-Iron Foundry and 

Machine Building Works. 

Figure 28  

Listen! Only eat S.Siu‟s 

Chocolate. 
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Figure 29  

“Esperance” 

Manufacturers of 

Cosmetic Goods.  

Figures 30-32  

These show three different labels from the St.Petersburg Perfumery.  

The small type is a later issue inscribed Petrograd. 

Figure 33  

This shows an extra item from the St.Petersburg Perfumery. It is a French postcard 

commemorating the 1900 Paris Exhibition and has been used by the company for 

advertising purposes extolling their success at the exhibition in winning gold medals for 

three of their products. 

Figure 33  

This shows an extra item from the St.Petersburg Perfumery. It is a French postcard 

commemorating the 1900 Paris Exhibition and has been used by the company for 

advertising purposes extolling their success at the exhibition in winning gold medals for 

three of their products. 
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Figures 34-38.  

The advertising labels most often found come from the Triangle Rubber Company.  

A group of five are shown; they are respectively for Lorry Tyres, Erasers, Car Tyres, Aircraft Tyres and 

Materials and Bicycle Tyres. 

Figure 34 

Figure 35 

Figure 38 Figure 37 Figure 36 

Figures 39-40 

 Two types of the same label design for Galoshes,  

the first without the years added and the second with them. 
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Figures 41-49 were probably printed together in the same sheet.  

Figure 41 

Rubber toys 
Figure 42 

Babies‟ dummies 
Figure 43 

Rubber products 

Figure 44 

Rubber sponges Figure 45 

Galoshes 
Figure 46 

Waders 

Figure 47 

Snow boots 

Figure 48 

Linen shoes 

Figure 49 

Rubber belts 
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Emile Marcovitch includes some advertising 

labels in his Vignettes of Russia to 1914 published 

by William Ittel Pittsburgh 1971. Among these 

were five produced for the Russian American 

Steamship Line printed in English or Russian.  

 

Unfortunately Marcovitch did not have all of these 

and he made an assumption that the Russian 

versions were identical to those in English. As can 

be seen from the illustrations shown in figures  52 

and 53 four were identical but the fifth is different 

on each sheet. 

 

This shipping route was operated by the Russian-

East Asiatic Steam Shipping Company known as 

the R.V.A.P. registered at St.Petersburg. It sailed 

every fortnight taking seventeen days with a day 

and a half at Rotterdam. Although originally the 

main route of the R.V.A.P. was St.Petersburg to 

Vladivostok from 1910 it began a service to the 

USA after which the eastern route lost its 

importance. The “Kursk” was put back onto the 

Vladivostok line in 1912. As that ship is shown on 

the labels it seems a fair assumption that these 

labels were produced in 1910-11. 

 

The significance to travellers of the journey west 

is shown by the inscription on the Russian 

language version; it reads Libau-Halifax-New 

York. Similarly for those travelling from the USA 

the significance is shown by the inscription New 

York-Rotterdam-Libau. 

 

In his book Marcovitch also lists several series of 

labels issued by the Einem Confectionery 

Company. Although he lists these as advertising 

labels I believe these were given away with boxes 

of chocolates and so fall into a different category.  

Figure 50 

Figure 51 

Figure 50 shows a label for “Yolka” or “Fir 

Tree” Car Tyres while figure 51 shows an 

advertising postcard for the same product. This 

card has been produced by the Post Office‟s own 

Department for Advertising on Postcards. The 

reverse is a standard 3k. postal stationery card. 

 

Advertising produced by the Post Office‟s own 

Department is a collecting field on its own. I 

shall show some of these later. 
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Figure 52 & 53 
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I have a number of postcards issued by the company 

which I suspect were also “Free Gifts” and I do not 

intend to include this type of label in this article except 

to add a few series of label which Marcovitch did not 

know about “From the Einem Co. of the world”.  

Figures 54 & 55 show two from a series I have of 

twelve “Battleships of the World”. Figures 56 & 57 

show two of six I have from a series dated 1914 

showing WW1 leaders, all in brown, while figures 58-9 

show two of eight I have from a similar series undated 

and in black. Finally figure 60 shows the only example I 

have of a series of “Sport”. It has been added to a 

postcard and used in Finland 27/7/11. 

 

Figure 60 

Figures 56 & 57 

Figures 54 & 55 

Figures 58 & 59 
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Charities - flags 
The next group I wish to cover is non-philatelic, 

namely flags from street collections for various  

 

charities. Some of these are dated precisely, others 

partially and the rest without any date. 

 
Fully dated types.  

Figure 61 

Green Cross Society under the patronage of  

Grand Duchess Militsa Nikolaevna 29-30/1/15. 

Figure 66 

“Help Our 

Crippled Soldiers”  

25-26/3/16  

Figure 65 

“For the Firemen”  

5-6/12/15  

Figure 64 

“For Our Soldiers in 

Captivity” 21-

23/10/15  

Figure 63 

“For the Defenders of the 

Fatherland” from the 

Petrograd Committee of 

the Magistrates Court 

7/5/15  

Figure 62 

Grand Duchess 

Tatiana‟s 

Committee 29/5/15  
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V.S.G. are the initials of 

the All-Russian of Towns 

while the K is for 

committee and the Kh. 

believed to be Kharbin in 

a Russian listing I have 

 

Figure 68 

Kh.K.V.S.G. 19/2/17.  

Figure 67 

“For Field-Baths in 

the Trenches”  

11-12/6/16.  

Figure 72  

“For the Orphans of Our 

Soldiers” 30-31 May 

Figure 70  

“Collection for Prisoners 

of War” October 1915 

Ministry of Finance at 

Kharkov 

Figure 7l  

“Collection for the 

Firemen” 17-18 April  

Figure 69  

“For the Needs of the Soldiers and their 

Families” 1914 

Fully dated types.  

Partially dated types.  
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Undated types.  

Figure 80  

shows a flag which is for a 

political donation rather than a 

charity. It reads “Soviet of 

Workers‟ and Soldiers‟ 

Deputies” and must come from 

the period when the Soviet had 

control over half of 

St.Petersburg for part of 1905. 

Figure 79  

“A Package for a Soldier in the 

Trenches” from the Nikolaevsk Society 

for Care of the Poor. 

Figure 78 

“Contribute for Gas

-Masks for Horses 

and the Provision of 

Warders for 

Hospital Dogs” 

from the Universal 

Union for the 

Protection of 

Animals 

Figure 77  

“For the Child Victims of the 

War” from the Moscow 

Society of the Struggle with 

Child Mortality 

Figure 76  

“A Hospital Train in the name of the 

Children of Petrograd” 

Figure 75  

Astrakhan Section of the All-

Russian League to Fight 

Tuberculosis 

Figure 74  

“For the Suffering 

Airmen” 

Figure 73  

“Towards Tobacco for a 

Soldier” 
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Another collecting field is postcards for charitable 

appeals. These are sought after and rarely offered. 

Matching them to the flags is a pipe-dream and I 

only have one. Figure 81 goes with figure 65. On 

the other hand I have several cards for appeals but 

I do not know if any flags exist to match them. 

Matching postcards to charity labels is an easier 

field to collect but as with all the material shown 

in this article you need a lot of patience and 

perseverance. 

 

To return to the advertising on postal stationery 

cards through the Post Office which I touched on 

earlier (figure 51), I illustrate two of these; figure 

82 has the picture in green and is for the hotel 

Billo in Moscow, while figure 83 is in brown and 

is for the Grand Hotel in St.Petersburg. Figure 82 

has the inscription on the left hand side reading 

upwards vertically “Central Office for Advertising 

on Postcards. SPB. Price 1k.” 

 

These cards are quite scarce outside of Russia 

although many years ago Dr. Casey showed a fine 

range of them at a BSRP meeting. Sadly, he tells 

me that he disposed of these a long time back. 

 

I hope that the material covered in this article has 

proved interesting. Every collector enthuses over 

his chosen field and I am no different so my 

enthusiasm is entirely subjective. 

 

Each subject dealt with is one barely touched upon 

in the literature. For the philatelic purist each 

subject I have covered is purely ephemeral, but so 

what? Each subject does have a philatelic link. 

Visiting Card envelopes can be found used 

through the post, advertising labels were meant to 

be affixed to mail and charity flags in some cases 

were surely matched by postcards. But even if 

there was no link it would not stop me searching 

for them. I hope that I have been able to stimulate 

others to do the same. Collecting can still be fun; 

it does not always have to be serious. 

Figure 81 “For the Firemen”  

5-6/12/15  

Figure 82 

Figure 83 

Editor‟s note: the cards on this page are 

reproduced at 75%, all other illustrations 

are full size 
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Spravkas 
 

Noel Warr 

Meer Kossoy wrote extensively about 

Spravkas in Yamschik 54 and in BJRP 90: in 

BJRP 91 he wrote about one item - a postcard 

from Zemtsy, Smolensk Gub., 17.9.14 to 

Odessa that had a spravka attached that is 

more complex than the ones of Moscow and 

St Petersburg that we are more familiar with. 

This spravka had provision for a number of 

postmen to report their attempts at delivery 

using an alphabetical list: the new address of 

the recipient had been quickly found, so only 

one postman needed to make his annotation 

on the spravka and the card was duly 

delivered. 

 

Several spravkas similar to the Odessa one 

have since come to light, all of different 

towns and designs, ranging in date from 1891 

to 1917. In not being able to read Russian 

there is little I can say about them so offer 

them here, in date order, for your interest and 

as a matter of record. 

(1)     Nizhni - Novgorod: 1891 
From: St. Petersburg, official, un-franked, mail, 1 Ek 21 & 22 Sep 1891.  

To: Nizhni Novgorod 24 Sep. 1891.  

Spravka with 12 signatures and ms comments, nothing on reverse.  

Return: Nizhni Novgorod 28 Sep. and St. Petersburg 30 Sep. 

Editor‟s note: 

In order to better understand the circumstances and procedures that prevailed at the time of issue of these spravkas, I 

would like to invite members to offer translations, particularly the ms inscriptions, comments and perhaps other 

examples of these “inquiries”. To that end I have edited Noel‟s illustrations to make various parts more readable. 

Please let me know what you think (or know). 

Figure 1a - Front cover. 
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Figures 1b & 1c - Inscriptions from front cover 

(1)     Nizhni - Novgorod: 1891 

Figures 1e & 1f 

Inscriptions from „spravka‟ 

Figure 1d - Back of envelope with „spravka‟ attached 
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(1)     Nizhni - Novgorod: 1891 

Figure 1h 

„Seal‟ 

(Reproduced x1.5) 

Figure 1g - Back of envelope with „seal‟ and postmarks revealed. 
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(2)     Nizhni - Novgorod 1897 
From: Brussels 5 August 1897.  

To: Nizhni Novgorod 30 July 1897.  

Spravka with 12 signatures plus various comments on the envelope. 

 Return:  Retour, Bruxelles, Inconnu, Brussels 17 Feb 1898. 
(Return instruction also in Russian “Обр. Брюссель Франция”   

- obviously not so good at geography -Ed.) 

Figure 2b - Back of envelope 

with spravka attached. 

Figure 2c 

Inscription from spravka 

Figure 2a - Front cover. 
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(2)     Nizhni - Novgorod: 1897 

Figure 2f 

Inscription on back of spravka. 

Figure 2d  

 Back of envelope with 

spravka folded out to show 

inscription on back. 

Figure 2e - Inscription from back of envelope 
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(3)     Kharkov 1908 
From: London, wrapper 1908.  

To: Odessa censor Mar 1908. (Odessa censor of a type not noted in Skipton & Michalove) 

Kharkov, indeterminate date.  

Spravka with many signatures.  

Return: London MR 23 08. 

Figure 3b 

Censor mark from front of wrapper 

(Reproduced x1.5) 

Figure 3a 

Front of wrapper with spravka attached 
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(3)     Kharkov: 1908 

Figure 3d 

Inscription on spravka. 

Figure 3c 

Front of wrapper with spravka folded out to show inscription. 

Figure 3e 

Kharkov return postmark 
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(4)     Kiev 1913 
From: Berlin – window envelope. Berlin 7.6.13.  

To: Kiev machine mark, 28.?.13.  

Spravka with many signatures and ms marks  

Return: Retour inconnu. Partial handstamp Obratno = Return. Kiev 1.6.13.   

Figure 4a 

Front of 

envelope. 

Figure 4b 

Back of envelope with 

spravka attached 
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Figure 4d 

Back of envelope with spravka folded out 

(4)     Kiev: 1913 

Figure 4c 

Return handstamp from spravka. 

Figure 4e 

Kiev return postmark 

Editor‟s note: 

Covers are reproduced at 75%; 

Manuscript inscriptions at 100%; 

postmarks & handstamps at 150%. 
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(5)     Kaluga 1917 
From: Copenhagen. Registered, official Red Cross mail. Copenhagen 19.4.17.  

To: Kaluga Government, Moscow V Ekspeditsia 4.5 & 8.5.17 plus censor. Kaluga 9.5.17.  

Spravka with 11 signatures signifying 11 attempts at delivery. Various ms marks. 

Return: „Retur‟. Copenhagen 4.6.17. 

Figure5a 

Front of envelope 

Figure 5b 

Censor mark 

Figure 5c 

Back of envelope  
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Figure 5e 

Inscription from back of envelope 

(5)     Kaluga: 1917 

Figure 5d 

Back of envelope with spravka folded out 

Figure 5f 

Kaluga return postmark 
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Letters to the editor 

The stamps (SG 1566-1567) depict fantasies 

on the theme “The Struggle for Peace.”  An 

idealised Soviet worker holds a red flag with 

the slogan “For Peace” while with his other 

hand he strives to stop a foreign “warmonger” 

from torching the globe. A light patch on the 

Earth‟s globe marks an area of USSR territory 

which takes in the Caspian Sea and a part of 

Siberia.  This marked area gives rise to some 

questions. Why choose to highlight such a 

sparsely populated, mainly desert, territory?  

The sun does not light the Earth in this way, 

so why is the lighting here so strange? 

The stamps appeared in December 1949 when 

Joseph Stalin was celebrating his seventieth 

birthday. A special hall was filled with 

presents for him but an especially valuable 

present for the Generalissimo‟s birthday had 

already been delivered by Soviet science and 

technology – on 29th August 1949 at 7-55 

a.m. at a range in the Semipalatinsk area (now 

in Kazakhstan) the first Soviet atom bomb 

was successfully tested. The stamps, perhaps 

with slight exaggeration, depict an enormous 

area lit up by the flash of that nuclear 

explosion. 

Editor‟s comment.  

An article by Mr. Volostnikh postulating this idea 

was published without comment in “Filateliya” 

1999, No.2, p.7. I have not seen this interpretation 

of the theme of the stamps elsewhere but recently 

came across evidence that the idea of a covert 

birthday present for Stalin is alive and well in  

 

Kazakhstan. It is woven within the story of Jewish 

boy separated from family, in a film called “The 

gift to Stalin”, by a Kazakh director and was 

shown at the Pusan International Film Festival in 

October of this year. 

From G T Volostnikh (St. Petersburg)         Translated by Alan Garside, BSRP 
 

Stamps covertly announcing the first Soviet atom bomb test 

SG 1566 & SG 1567 (x2) 
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From Bernard Saar (Canterbury) 
I am enclosing  a photocopy of a postcard which may be of interest for inclusion in the Journal.. 

Editor‟s comment. 

My limited knowledge tells me that this item shows an example of the „Numeral Cancellations of the time, struck in 

blue rather than the usual black, which has been often described in philatelic literature. However I would like to defer 

to the expertise of others as to the significance of the two date cancellations, in red on the front and in blue on the 

back.. 

 

That being said , I am intrigued by the social conditions that the message implies - £2 a month,- if only! 

 

(The card is reproduced at 75% and the cancellations full size). 

Date stamped St. Petersburg 3.6.1887  

 

 

Address: 

 

The Birkbeck Building Society 

Southampton Building 

Chancery Lane 

London W.C. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gentlemen, 

Would you perhaps kindly favour me with a copy 

of the interesting pamphlet “How to purchase a 

house for £2 per Month on the Birkbeck 

Almanac” 

 

Yours devotedly,  

Henry Bush. 

 

Adress (sic) 

 

Henry Bush. 

Imperial Ministry for Foreign Affairs. 

St.Petersburg. 

Russia. 
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Reviews 

A Short History of the Rossika Society 

(1929-1968) by David Skipton 
 

Published by the Rossica Society of Russian 

Philately, 2006.  For further information please 

contact David M. Skipton, Rossica Publicity 

Director, 50 D Ridge Road, Greenbelt, MD 

20770, USA. 

 

This book tells the story of Rossica from its 

humble beginnings to its eventual emergence as a 

world-wide specialist society. Yevgeniy 

Arkhangel‟skiy, its dynamic founder, emerged  

from the officer class of pre-Soviet Russia and 

made it his mission to create a philatelic circle 

recruited almost entirely from displaced White 

Russians. This was to be an essentially Russian 

cultural organisation run by and for the Russian 

philatelic diaspora. In 1930 Journal No.1 was 

published in exile in Yugoslavia and it was mainly 

from that country that the new society functioned 

until 1940 when the disruption of WW2 made it 

impossible to continue operations in continental 

Europe. The focus then moved  to (of all places) 

Shanghai, which was at that time an important 

Russian emigré centre.  There followed a post war 

decade of decline until Rossika was revived by the 

refreshing waters of the United States and the 

efforts of enthusiastic and outward looking  new 

members. Unfortunately this regeneration was not 

a seamless process as the Society became engaged 

in the kind of internal political struggle associated 

more with a Balkan republic than a philatelic 

society. Eventually the staunch position of the 

White Russian old guard lost sway but only in 

1954 did the Rossica Journal first appear in the 

English language. This was a major development 

allowing a truly American (and international) 

membership to become established and enabling  

Rossika to at last become  the Rossica we know. 

All this makes this reviewer wonder whether 

Skipton has written a history of one single 

organisation or indeed two.  The politics were 

often acrimonious and resulted in a major schism 

(1960-61), a split (1962) and considerable 

breakaway activity up to 1968. No wonder this 

book is such a page turner!  

 

Despite its past trials and tribulations, Rossica has 

moved on to success, and a number of its 

legendary members are remembered in this work 

including Emile Marcovitch, A.N.Lavrov, 

S.V.Prigara, Kurt Adler, and of course, Gregory 

Salisbury. The latter was instrumental in 

introducing Rossica to our own members and was 

a loyal BSRP supporter (perhaps he was attracted 

by the relative peace and quiet of BSRP politics!). 

The author makes a number of interesting and 

positive references to our own society and to some 

of our earlier prominent members. He also 

discusses the great cold war political divide in 

Russian philately in the comparative context of 

Rossica and the official Soviet VOF organisation. 

Readers will be saddened to learn about the fate of 

those Rossika members who unwittingly found 

themselves in Stalin‟s USSR after the post war 

border changes. 

 

As a bibliographic production, this handsome 

(American letter size) volume is worthy of the 

finest bookshelves, with a tough gilt tooled case 

binding and 203 beautifully stitched pages. 

Furthermore the work is greatly enhanced by the 

many documentary illustrations and photographs 

which are attractively presented and in excellent 

colour.  

Terry Page 
 

 

 

 

ROSSICA 

 
The Journal of the Rossica Society of Russian 

Philately. 120 pages, softbound. Subscription (two 

issues) US$30:00. All enquiries to Gary A Combs, 

8241 Chalet Court, Millersville, MD 21108, USA. 
 

No. 148, Spring 2007  
Editor Jeff Radcliffe keeps up the good work with 

this number dated Spring 2007. The featured 

article is a translation by Dave Skipton of The 

Rossika (sic) Society of Russian Philatelists 

Abroad in the “Displaced Persons Camps 1948-

51”, by Rotislav Polchaninoff. This gives the 

background to the Scout Post issue and interesting 

details of how the early members made contact. 

George Werbizky writes on the “VI and V2 Flying 

Bombs and Slave Labour”; Dr. Edward Laveroni 

gives an “Addendum to the SamaraZlatoust 

Railroad” article by Dr. Levandovsky in Rossica 

147; Alfred Kugel offers “Scandinavian 

Volunteers in Finland During the Winter War”, 

then Dave Skipton writes an obituary of Steve 

Alushin, who came late to the Russian field, not 
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starting until in his seventies, but with enthusiasm 

built a fine collection. 

 

Dr. V.G. Levandovsky continues his issue 147 

article on the “Samara-Zlatoust and Volga-

Bugulma Railroads”, and as usual with this 

author‟s work it is packed with information on the 

background details. Another railway article 

follows, this time on the “Moscow Local Lines 

and their Postmarks” by Messrs Warr, Tann and 

Combs. Although the SPB lines are well covered 

in the literature the Moscow equivalent has been 

ignored in the past, so thanks are due to the 

authors. 

 

The indefatigable George Werbizky writes on 

“Anti-Soviet Military Formations in WW II”, 

followed by John R. Iacovino who attempts to 

make sense of the “Large Die Variety of the 15 

kopeck” comparing the information given in the 

literature to his own observations. In “Unknown 

No More” George Werbizky reviews the latest 

information on Zemstvo Districts where no covers 

had been recorded or very few were known. 

 

Messrs Mirsky and Waterman continue their 

Flyspecker series and give a relevant warning 

about „Varieties‟ which are not constant plate 

flaws, then Dave Skipton writes “The First Line of 

Defence: Imperial Russian Customs and Foreign 

Printed Matter”, being the second in a series on 

censorship of foreign printed matter. Then 

Raymond J. Pietruszka looks at the “7500r and 

100,000r surcharges on the 250r of 1921” 

recording the plate numbers, and Igor Myaskovsky 

illustrates “Deniken Issue Forgeries plus Kuban 

Issue Forgeries”. Finally the reviews and available 

literature round off another valuable contribution 

to our bookshelves. 

 

If you are not a member of Rossica then why not? 

 

No. 149, Autumn 2007  
This issue begins with “St. Petersburg Residence 

Permits” by Jack Moyes, then Dave Skipton writes 

an obituary of Sergey Prigara (1882-1950) put 

together from information provided by numerous 

members. As Dave points out it is fifty-seven 

years late but little was known about him until 

now. It is a fitting tribute to one of the giants of 

Russian philately. 

 

Philip Robinson writes-up a “Much Travelled 

Cover from New York to Peking” with at least 

twenty marks as it slowly moved to Russia before 

being returned back to the USA. Michael Ercolini 

is the author of “Postal Rate Changes of 1917-

1918” which examines postcard rates for the 

period in question. Dr Levandovsky continues his 

“Samara-Zlatoust and Volga-Bugulma Railroads” 

article (translated as usual by Dave Skipton). 

 

R.V. Polchaninov and George Werbizky combine 

for “Russian Refugee Vignettes” issued by émigré 

groups for various purposes followed by Mirsky 

and Waterman‟s regular Flyspecker series, which 

this time concentrates on the first “Small Head” 

issues. Anatoly Osatinski gives some interesting 

notes on “Red Army Parcel Mail During WW II”, 

then Alexander Epstein is the author of “The East 

Prussia Disaster”; The Philatelic Echo which 

concerns the abortive advance into Germany at the 

start of the war. 

 

George Werbizky illustrates what appears to be a 

new discovery but is only a printing flaw on a 

Rzhev Zemstvo stamp, then follows this with a 

review of a new Zemstvo catalogue by V.Yu. 

Solovyev adding some illustrations of items not 

listed in the new book. 

 

Dave Skipton and Vladimir Venets join forces for 

an update on “Imperial Russian International 

Money Orders” with a mass of information on 

these rare items. Finally Leon Finik shows a new 

discovery in the Zemstvo field from Zolotonosha. 

 

Reviews round off the journal as usual, and also as 

usual. 

 

No. 150, Spring 2008  
This issue starts with “Turkestan 1918-23:A 

Postal History Review” by Alexander Epstein and 

Robert Taylor which examines the postal rates in 

the region at that time and the local revaluations. 

 

George Shalimoff asks a “Formular Money-

Order Forms Question” then Anatoly Osatinski 

gives us “Field Post Offices of the Red Army in 

the Field during the Polish „Liberation 

Campaign‟ ” in September-October 1939. This 

is a translation by Dave Skipton of a highly 

detailed article on the locations of each of the 

offices and which Units they served. Dave 

Skipton then writes an article of his own in 

“Black Sea Currents” about the early efforts to 

explain the sea‟s currents by the elementary 

means of throwing bottles overboard and 

hoping for the finders to report back. 

Illustrations of the forms used in the bottles are 

shown. Try to find one of these! 
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Dr.V.G. Levandovsky then continues with the 

fourth part of his investigation into the “Samara-

Zlatoust and Volga-Bugulma Railroads”. This is 

another of Dave Skipton‟s translations as is the 

next article “A Classification of World War I 

POW Cards” by Miron Lam. This is the featured 

article in this issue of Rossica and is an attempt to 

provide a breakdown of types of card used by 

firstly the main post offices and the various post 

and telegraph districts then cards issued by the 

POW camps in a) European Russia b) Central 

Asia and Western Siberia c) Eastern Siberia and 

the Far East. Over one hundred and fifty cards are 

illustrated along with maps showing the locations 

of the camps. 

 

The Rossica Vignette and Handstamp concerns 

past labels produced by the society plus an 

explanation of the production of the latest 

produced for the Pan-Slavic Show at Chicagopex 

2007 - the author? That man Skipton again. 

 

George Werbizky writes on “Official Poltava 

Zemstvo Stamps Printed on Watermarked Paper” 

followed by Alexander Epstein who answers as 

best he can the question posed by George 

Shalimoff earlier in the journal on the “Formular 

MTOs”. 

 

Leon Finik illustrates a “Major Zemstvo 

Discovery” being a full imperforate sheet of the 

last issue of Pskov, after which Messrs Mirsky and 

Waterman give us the latest in their Flyspecker 

series this time looking at the first two „Small 

Head‟ issues, the 1956 Rembrandt stamp and the 

35k definitive of 1984. 

 

George Werbizky offers a postscript to the article 

“Scandinavian Volunteers in Finland During the 

Winter War” which appeared in Rossica 148 and 

the issue ends with a Report On the Rossica 

Society at the Pan-Slavic Show 2007 by Dave 

Skipton in his own inimitable style. 

 

Some details on the new Rossica Vignette: it is a 

portrait of Eugene Arkhangelsky, the founder of 

the society; the artwork is by Catherine, wife of 

Rossica stalwart Bill Nickle; the layout is by 

Catherine and (who else) a chap called Skipton; it 

is available in two formats Russian and English; 

there are twenty-five stamps to the sheet and one 

hundred and two sheets were printed. Price is $1 a 

stamp or $30 a sheet. Make sure you include 

postage. 

Jack Moyes 
 

THE POST RIDER (Yamshchik) 
Enquiries to CSRP PO Box 5722, Station “A”, 

Toronto, Ontario M5W 1PZ, Canada. 

 

No. 57.  November 2005 
This issue starts with the regular “Correspondence 

with Canada” followed by some notes on a 

Lithuanian packet card by Harry von Hofmann 

and the latest instalment of George Werbizky‟s 

“Zemstvo Varieties.” Ivo Steijn has somehow 

located a source reference for “Postal Rates in 

Kolchak‟s Siberia”; a splendid listing. 

 

L.G. Ratner writes on “The ROPIT Service in the 

Middle East: the Initial Period 1857-74”. This is a 

marvellous research article based on official 

archives. The same author also gives some new 

information on “The Assignment of Numbered 

Dots Cancellers”. V.Yu. Malov is the author of a 

short piece on the “Mail of the Pinsk Naval 

Flotilla in 1941”, and Rabbi Leonard Tann writes 

“UP,---" 

 

Meer Kossoy and Vladimir Berdichevskiy continue 

their major study of “The Mail of the Personnel of 

the Soviet Navy 1941-5”, while L.G. Ratner again 

tells us about the “Date of Issue and Printings of 

the First Soviet Postage Stamps”. Then follows 

the Russian text of “The Enquiry and Information 

Postal Service” by A.S Ilyushin and 

V.A.Pantyukhin, a translation of which is to appear 

in the next issue. Vladimir Berdichevskiy adds to 

an earlier article by Adolph Ackerman in “About 

the Markings of the Aircraft Carriers and Aviation 

Units of the Russian Imperial Navy in WW1”. The 

latest part of the continuing series on spectacular 

Armenian items from the collection of Dr.A.M. 

Sarkisian is followed by some notes on “Yassy 

Zemstvo”. Then V.N. Ustinovskii gives us 

“Stamps of Tuva with Forged Postmarks”, and a 

joint effort by Messrs Petruszka, Prado and 

Sadovnikov give us “Further Comments on the 

1921 Volga Famine Issue”. Edward Klempka 

illustrates several items in “Japanese Controlled 

POW Camps in Siberia During the Civil War”, 

being mail from camps holding German, Austrian 

and Hungarian prisoners. Denys Voaden writes on 

modern “Mongolian Registered Mail” and finally 

editor Andy Cronin illustrates “Perforation 

Varieties of the Czechoslovak T.G. Masaryk Set” 

printed by Goznak in Moscow. 

 

No. 58.  June 2006 
The usual “Correspondence with Canada” and the 

latest Werbizky “Zemstvo Varieties” start this 

issue, followed by a “Georgian Postmark of Greek  
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Interest” by editor Andy Cronin. Then we have the 

original Russian text of L.G. Ratner‟s article on 

the “First Soviet Postage Stamps” published in 

issue 57 and some comments by Alexander 

Epstein on “Control Marks on Underpaid Mail”. 

Erling Berger tackles “Russian Foreign Letters 

before 1844, the Accountancy With Prussia and 

the Netherlands”. A complicated subject! 

 

L.G. Ratner‟s Russian text for “The Issue and 

Usage in Russia in 1915-19 of Currency Exchange 

Tokens in the Form of Jubilee Stamps” is given 

next with the promise of a translation in the 

subsequent issue. Rabbi L.L. Tann illustrates a 

wonderful addition to the known number of 

“Unnumbered Postal Wagons” namely Kharkov-

Lyubotin, while Dr. Sarkisian continues with his 

series of “Armenian rarities”. Alan Leighton 

writes on “Items of Philatelic Interest Culled from 

Early Tuvan Primers”, Meer Kossoy on the 

“Return of mail in the USSR in Wartime 1941-5”, 

and the same author with V. Berdichevskiy 

continues the definitive “Mail of the Personnel of 

the Soviet Navy 1941-5” 

. 

Prof.A.S.Ilyushin and V.A.Pantyukhin combine for 

“The Enquiry and Information Postal Service”; the 

original Russian text was printed in the previous 

issue. O.P. Selnikov writes on “Some Additional 

Notes on Tuva” and editor Andy Cronin explains 

“Soviet Circular Censorship Markings”. 

 

The issue concludes with a report on the 

Washington 2006 International reviews and lastly 

“Items of Zemstvo and Canadian Interest” and 

“The Japanese and other Interventions in Siberia” 

both by Edward Klempka. 

 

No. 59.  December 2006 
This issue‟s editorial related the bad news that 

Andy Cronin‟s age combined with other factors 

meant that this journal would be the last but one 

Yamshchik. 

 

It commences with the regular “Correspondence 

with Canada” page, then a further instalment of 

George Werbizky‟s “Zemstvo varieties”, and a 

reprint of part of Tho.Cook and Son‟s Trans-

Siberian Route brochure from the Soviet days. 

 

Edward Klempka continues his article on 

“Japanese and other Interventions in Siberia”. L.G. 

Ratner writes on the “Issue and Usage in 1918 of 

Currency Exchange Tokens in the Form of Jubilee 

Stamps”, this being an English translation of the 

original Russian text printed in the previous issue. 

Michael Ercolini looks at “Posthorn cancels of 

Imperial Russia”, while Volodymyr Babych 

follows up his article on “Soviet Military 

Censorship in Romania”. 

 

Messrs Kossoy and Berdichevskiy conclude their 

“Mail of the Personnel of the Soviet Navy 1941-5”; 

Robert Taylor in “Azerbaijani Notes” tries to 

make sense of postal rates on covers where stamps 

have been used at artificial face values; Dr.V.G. 

Levandovskiy gives us a comprehensive look at 

the “Transcaspian Military Railway”, then Dr. 

Sarkisian offers a continuation of his series of 

“Rarities of Armenia”. 

 

L.G. Ratner writes his second article in this issue, 

this time on “Telegraph Forms and Stamps of the 

St. Petersburg City Public Telegraph System”. 

 

“Evident Markings of the Labour Camp 

Censorship on Mail from or to Prisoners” by Janis 

Ozolins covers such mail from the 1940,s 

onwards. The late Rabbi Leonard Tann illustrates 

“Three Outstanding Romanov Items” plus an 

example of a registered TPO cover and Gary 

Combs writes-up a card from an unfortunately 

named place called Stalineshty. Then Richard E. 

Clever shows two p.s. envelopes from Tuva, O.P. 

Selnikov “Two Tuvan Items” and Andy Cronin 

gives us “Marketing Tuvan Pictorials”. 

 

Editor Cronin is also the author of U.S. 

Diplomatic Pouch Mail from the Russian and 

Soviet Areas and finally there is the Russian text 

of an article from Dr.A.M. Sarkisian (again) on 

“New Facts about the Dotted Numeral Cancels of 

Imperial Russia”. 

 

No. 60, September 2007 

The final issue of this esteemed journal is dated 

September 2007 and will be remembered long 

after. Messrs Cronin, Campbell and Artuchov, 

plus the late Rabbi Tann have been responsible for 

thirty years of serious research articles in our field 

published in sixty editions and more than five 

thousand pages. Contributors have included all the 

leading collectors in the Russian sphere while 

editor Andy Cronin has written major articles 

himself in just about every issue. 

 

I am sure I speak for all our members when I give 

our heartiest thanks for what they have achieved 

and our best wishes for the future. 

 
A card from Chita is the offering in the regular “Mail 

with Canada” feature, while George Werbizky gives  
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us the twentieth instalment of his “Zemstvo 

Varieties”. Dr. D.J. Voaden tells us about “Current 

Mongolian Postal Rates”; Per-Christian Wallen 

writes on “Soviet Censorship on International 

Correspondence in the Second Half of the Great 

Patriotic War”, and editor Cronin is the author of 

“Some Notes on the A.N. Dobrolyubov Stamp of 

August 1936”. 

 

Next comes the English translation of Dr. 

Sarkisian‟s article “New Facts about the „Numerals 

and Dots‟ Postmarks of the Russian Empire”, the 

Russian text of which appeared in Yamshchik 59. 

Dr. Sarkisian is also the author of the next article, a 

continuation of his series on the “Rarities of 

Armenia”. A report on the St. Petersburg Philatelic 

Exhibition and a review of the latest literature is 

followed by “Use of Russian Stationery of Old 

Design after 1918” by Alexander Epstein who also 

shows a rare item from the short-lived Moldavian 

People‟s Republic. 

 

“Meter Postmarks of the Navy of the USSR” is by 

Vladimir Berdichevskiy (not many of these in the 

West), and is followed by L.G. Ratner writing on the 

“Charity Postage Stamps of the Imperial Women‟s 

Patriotic Society of 1914-5”. John Myke shows three 

“Romanov-Zemstvo Combination Covers” and is 

followed by Messrs Gotvan, Anosov and Ignatenko 

who combine for “The issues of Stamps of the 

Russian Empire with a Chalky Network 1908-14”. 

The same three also give us “Essays, Proofs and 

Specimens of Stamps with/without a Chalky 

Network”. Plenty of rare material shown here. 

 

Editor Cronin writes “Postal and Money Order 

Markings of the Tuvan ASSR”, echoing an article he 

wrote in the very first Yamshchik on the stamps of 

Tuva. This is followed by a short piece on the “Trans

-Siberian Mail Service” and Rabbi Tann‟s last article 

showing two covers with “Postal Wagon 

Registration”.  

 

Dr.V.G .Levandovskiy writes another of his in-depth 

railway studies in “Non-Standard Oval Markings of 

Postal Wagons” with Two numbers of the Routes at 

the beginning of the Twentieth Century. Salvador 

Bofarull is the author of “The Battle of Stalingrad: 

Philately and Postal History” and finally Alex 

Artuchov completes his “Postage Stamps Issued by 

the Zemstvos” covering Zolotonosha. 

 

Jack Moyes 
 

 

 

THE BALTIC AREA (In Dutch) 

 
Published by Filatelistengroep „Het Baltische 

Gebied‟, Netherlands. A4, 56 pages, softbound. 

Subscription: €20. Editor, J Kaptein, Reigerskamp 

7053607 JP Maarssen, Netherlands. 

 

In “Latvia: TPO registered mail - 4” Igor 

Irikov & Ruud van Wijnen show more 

examples of mail registered on TPOs. “Some 

interesting mail items with Tartu perforated 

labels” is by Joop van Heéswin who analyses 

the labels and notes on three modern 

envelopes apparently insured for sending 

cash. Jan Kaptein & Eugenius Uspuras  offer 

more examples of TPOs in use in “between 

wars” Lithuania in “Railway post in Lithuania 

- 7”  

 

“A seemingly innocent mark with a strange 

history, alias a philatelic cry for help” by 

Olav Petr i  muses  on the cachet 

“Mezhdunarodnoe” that was generally applied 

to foreign mail - incoming as well as outgoing 

- between 1950 and 1968. Was it a „censor-

needed alert‟ and where was it applied and by 

whom? The cry for help is simply a request to 

readers to supply more examples. 

 

In “Stampless Russian mail to foreign 

countries: Part 1” Ivo Steijn ventures into the 

tangle of tariffs that existed between about 

1820 and 1870 across Europe. These 

depended on many variables like payment 

before or after transport (or even splitting the 

difference), the existence of treaties between 

authorities and the distance travelled.  

 

“Riga, a selection from the collection of 

Andre de Bruin” by André de Brown & Ruud 

van Wijnen illustrates a range of items dating 

from 1786 to1917 that have their origin 

mainly in the commercial world of Riga and 

Jan Kaptein follows the ramifications of the 

postal name of an Estonian town between 

1940 and 1999as it was occupied and re-

occupied in “From Arensburg by way of 

Kuressaare to Kingissepa and  Kuressaare 2”  

 

Dennis Page 
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GERMAN JOURNAL FOR RUSSIAN 

PHILATELY, No. 87 November 2007 
(In German) 

 
Published by Phil. ArGe Russland/UdSSR, 

Germany. 60 A4 pages, softbound. Editor - Dr 

Thomas Berger, Bernstrasse 16, CH-3110 

Münsingen, Switzerland. 

 

Thomas Berger gives a detailed classification 

of all the types of cancellations used in “The 

postmarks of Odessa (1799-1917): Part 2 - 

Cancellation of stamps from 1858 to 1917” 

and, Thomas Berner announces “The 

rediscovery of the fourth „Tiflis stamp‟”, a 

city post stamp issued in 1857, after a 

disappearance of 60 years. 

 

“Supplementary postal facilities and their 

cancellations within the Tsar‟s Empire ; Part 

1 Horse and railway stations” by Wladimir 

Tjukow is a German translation of an article 

that appeared in „Filateliya‟. It covers all 

those places and organisations that provided a 

State-approved service to  and,  in 

collaboration with, the Imperial Post, but 

were not State-run. 

 

Thomas Berger looks at the categories of uses 

to which a postcard can be put in “Postcard 

usage”. while Michael Kuhn outlines the life 

of Friederich Breitfuss in “The history of 

Russian Philately” and Wolfgang Leupold 

details a forgery in the 1921 Famine issue in 

“Forgery of the RSFSR - Mi No. 165DD” 

 

Juri Pavlov shows some historic philatelic 

mementoes in “Field mail of the Leningrad 

militia” and Hans-Werner Reinboth details 

the “Illustrated postal stationery of the Soviet 

Union bearing the 5 kopek impression of the 

12th definitive series of 1983-1990”. Finally 

Albert Pflüger  explores the artistic formation 

of a set of stamps with “Peter Alexejewitsch 

Schilitschkin and his designs for the series 

„Bumble-bees‟”. 

 

 

 

Dennis Page 

 

 

 

 

 

PHILATELIA BALTICA, No. 125,  

May 2008  (In German) 

 
Published by Latvian Research Association in the 

Federation of German Philatelists, Germany. 32 

A5 pages, softbound. Editor: H v 

Hofmann,,Postfach 56 01 56, 22551 Hamburg, 

Germany. 

 

In “More about the so-called naval flight mail of 

1915” Wolf Röttger supplies information that 

shows that there was only one basic version of the 

cancellation on this very short (2 months) service 

that ended when the captured and converted 

British steamer „Glyndwyer‟ hit a mine. Harry v. 

Hofmann comments in “Pity about this letter to 

London” on a letter from Riga to London was 

offered at auction. Correctly franked and cancelled 

but with the postmark touched up and the general 

appearance „improved‟ by the addition of another 

stamp, from the Dominican republic. It attracted 5 

bidders! 

 

In “Airmail Vienna - Warsaw - Libau (Liepäja) 

1924?” Harry v. Hofmann shows that a letter, 

dated 1924, did not pre-date the first direct airmail 

service between Latvia and Poland in 1932., while 
Karl Heinz Baars answers the question “Latvia's 

covers - a long ago completed chapter?2 with a 

resounding no and a lot of detailed information. 

Sven Kraul introduces two previously unknown 

variations of  Latvia‟s postal forms. in “Yet more 

new postal forms”. 

Harry van Hofmann springs a “Surprise after 71 

years: the 15 Santimi airmail stamps (Michel No.s 

130 and 178) were taken prematurely out of 
service!”, then asks  “Had the Ostland already 

begun in February 1941?” The answer is no since 

the cover purporting to show this was in fact a 

„favour‟ for an eager philatelist. 

 

Tigran Kellar explores the definition of 

wiewcaerds and why they coulbe problematical 

for the authorities  in “Viewcards not permitted” 

and Harry van Hofmann illustrates a fully paid-up 

field mailing that was not toll-free since it was 

addressed to a „non-hostile‟ country. 

 

New issues and cancellations complete this gutsy 

little journal. 

 

 

Dennis Page 
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UKRAINIAN PHILATELIST, Vol. 55,   

No. 1, 2007 

 
Published by the Ukrainian Philatelic and 

Numismatic Society. Editor: John Roberts, 5565 

N. Via Elena, Tucson, AZ 85718, USA.  A4 72 

pages. 

 

Part III of “The German occupation of Ukraine 

during World war II” by W David Ripley III  looks 

in detail at the local semi-postal issues of 1944 

while “The train now departing from Kharkov 

Central…” by Leonard Tann is a typically 

thorough and well-illustrated look at the 

postmarks of  Kharkov and its radiating railways 

in the last decade of  czarist rule. 

 

“Western Ukraine - an ephemeral state of Eastern 

Europe”  by William A Jones is a clear short 

history of the state and its postal services, and is 

followed by an examination of “Western 

Ukraine‟s second-rarest stamp - Scott No. 39” 

detailed by Ingert Kuzych & Ihor Kulczycky  .  

 

Alexander Malycky & John Roberts add to 

previously published articles with “Some more 

examples of Ukrainian displaced persons camp 

post” while  Ingert Kuzych goes right back in time 

with a translation of “A contemporaneous 

announcement of the third Stanyslaviv issue” and  

Ingert Kucych, Roman Dubyniak & Peter 

Cybaniak put together a collection of letters of 

Ozyp Nazaruk, a representative of West Ukraine‟s 

interests, in “Diplomatic mail of the Western 

Ukrainian Republic”.  
 

Ingert Kuzych then moves to more recent times 

with “Noteworthy commemorative covers of the 

Northern American Diaspora” but them time-

shifts back more than 100 years to discuss “Ivan 

Franko in Philately” Finally John Roberts comes 

right up to date with “New Ukrainian stamp shows 

church in Australia”.   

 

Dennis Page 

 

EASTERN EUROPE PHILATELY 

(in Dutch) 

 
Published by Filatelistische Contactgroep Oost 

Europa, Netherlands. 32 A5 pages, softbound, 

quarterly. Editor G R J Jansen, Grotestraat 37, 

7478 AB Diepenheim, Netherlands. 

 

No. 3, Year 25, September 2007 
 

In “Disappeared postage stamp areas: North 

Ingermanland” Ryan Boons gives a brief history of 

the people and the area and describes its short-

lived postal history and stamp issues while Olav 

Petri comes up with many questions but few 

certainties when he asks the question “Were 

„mezhdnarodnoe‟ cachets in fact censor marks?”. 
 

 

 

No. 4, Year 25, November 2007 
 

In “OEF‟s commended letter: Ugly = interesting” 

Sijtze Reurich suggests that the illustrated 1993 

cover from Kaliningrad to Riga, correctly franked 

but with multiple cut-out meter marks indicates 

that the said meter is badly in need of updating 

and in “Russia Mi 25, Typography” G.K.M van 

der Kroon looks at a variety in this early arms 

stamp related to printing procedure.  

 

Dennis Page 
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Letters to the Editor  
 

Do you have a query about a philatelic item in your possession? Is there something that you 

can‟t explain? 

 

Then share the problem with an incomparable body of expertise, the readers of BJRP. 

Write a letter to the Editor for publication. 

 

Do you have an answer to any such query, or have a comment to make? 

Then share your knowledge.  

Write a letter to the Editor. 

 

Do you have a comment on anything that you have seen, or would like to see in BJRP? 

Then air your opinions.  

Write a letter to the Editor.  
 

Dennis Page, 10 The Green, Barton under Needwood, Burton on Trent, DE13 8JB 

denpage@globalnet.co.uk 

 

 

G  e  n  u  i  n  e   or   F o r g e r y? 
Why not find out? 

 

Certificates issued by the BSRP Expert Committee are now widely accepted by collectors 

throughout the world as confident statements of the genuineness and provenance of rarer stamps 

and postal history items.  

 

Members enjoy the privilege of submitting up to two items per annum free of charge on 

condition that they pay all postage costs and accept responsibility for insurance. If you have an 

item or items which you would like to submit, please telephone or email the Expert Committee 

Secretary in the first instance to confirm that the material to be submitted is within the 

competence of committee members or potential co-optees. 
 

Terry Page, FRPSL 

Hon. Secretary, BSRP Expert Committee, 

 

tel. 020 8660 3905 terry.page1@btinternet.com 
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Writing an article for the Journal? - Some technical dos and don'ts 
 

Please submit items to the editor as typed hard copy or electronic files. If you can only offer manuscript 

please contact the editor first. Preferably, write in the English language but texts in other languages will 

be considered. It will help greatly if you can follow the guidelines below. 

 

Hard Copy 
Text   Typing on one side of paper; clean black type; single column; double line spacing. 

 

Illustrations           Original item, print-out of scanned image, photograph or photocopy. 

 

Electronic file 
Material may be submitted on floppy discs, CDs or DVDs. 

Text Format.  Normal or default body text in any of the common word processor formats, preferably 

   in double line spacing. There is no need to attempt to copy the format or even fonts 

   used in the Journal but please turn off auto-format modes. If you wish to offer  

   formatting then do so manually. 

 

Image Format Any of image file formats at a resolution of at least 300 dpi for a postcard-size image.  

   Please do not embed images in a text document (e.g. Word)  - this creates a great deal 

   of extra work. Keep each image file separate. 

 

   For colour reproduction (which will be the norm for copies of the Journal on CD - 

   available now), if the original item can not be made available to the editor, please ask 

   for a reference colour palette to include in the image.  

 

   Please do not offer illustrations downloaded directly from a website - they are  

   usually low resolution and completely unsuitable for reproduction at the sizes used in 

   the Journal. 

 

 

For technical advice and guidance contact: 

 

Dennis Page 

10 The Green 

Barton under Needwood 

Burton on Trent, UK 

DE13 8JB 

 

Tel/Fax: +44 (0)1283 712651 

e-mail: denpage@globalnet.co.uk 
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BACK NUMBERS OF BJRP ON CD/DVD 
 

 
All back numbers of BJRP are now available in pdf format.  

Discs can be prepared to your exact requirements and will be 

provided as CDs (small number of issues) or DVDs (larger number ) 

Each disc includes a List of Contents for all issues to date.  
 

PRICES (per issue) to Members 
 

Issues   1 - 70 £1, €1.20, US$1.50 

Issues 71 - 90  £2, €2.40, US$3.00 

Issues 91 - 95 £3, €3.60, US$4.50 

Full set (currently Nos. 1 to 95) £100, €120, US$150 
 

Minimum order £3, €3.60, US$4.50 

All prices include postage and packing.  

 

Non-members add 20% premium.  
 

Please remit payments in GB£ , Euros, US$ 

(Cash or cheque; make cheques payable to “BSRP”). 
 

Please send all  orders and remittances to the Editor : - 

Dennis Page,  

10 The Green,   

Barton under Needwood,  

Burton on Trent,   

DE13 8JB.  

 

Tel/Fax +44 (0)1283 712 651  

  

email  denpage@globalnet.co.uk  
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For those of you who made it past the adverts to the last page. 

 

When was the last time that you went for a stroll in the park on a Sunday afternoon? 

 

Regrettably the postcard was unused.  Editor 

 

A social comment on life in Russia in the early 20th century 

Endpiece 
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